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CHAPTER X 
An Integer Prograraning Probien is a specialised form of 
mathematical progroiming problem where some or all of the 
decisioi'i variables are required to be integers. The case in 
«^ich both the objective function «»d the set of constraints 
are linear is said to be integer linear programing problem. 
The general model is 
max -^U#Yi « S^S • g^x , (s*Z^£ s ,.,, (1,1.1) 
where & « f(x«X^'\S * ^2^ " ^* S t 9 "^^ integer components 
and X i 2 I • 
'1 * t*iijl • ^2 • (••2ip* Si "• tijJ* S2 • i^iji 
ii3)<.n, myn, li^ n, 1^2 
and \^ " (b^j are given . 
niyl 
The problem (l.l.l; is called a mixed integer linear 
program (KiLPi. Two particular cases of (1*1.li are the integer 
linear program (ILPi in which n^«0, the linear pcogram (LPJ in 
which n.«0. For ILP'S« %#e suppose that the matrices c. , >. 
( 2 ) 
and b are c(X)£ined to int«9«c «len«nts, i-'ractlonal elanents 
can, o£ course, l>e transformed into Integers, 
Unlike above if both the objective function and/or the 
set of constraints are ncmlinear we have aL case of mixed inteqer 
tor 
nonlinear program (MXliNP;, A general model'' this is presented 
a£> follows t 
max Zix,^) 0 (x#2;i & T # ••• (1.1.2^ 
where T • rtx.X^I %^5'X^ i £ .^ i £ fl.a, ,...«| 
hj^(x,x> " 2 *'^^ ^ ^1*^ «^> 
X i i; and integer, ^ d 2 J • 
£ , g. and h. are real valued functions, (1,1.1> is a 
special case of (1,1.2^ having ^ , q. an*3 h. linear. 
If X' * # (empty set> , U,X«2> is sai : to be infeaslble, 
If r y # , any (|c«^ i£ I is called a feasible solution to 
(1.1.2>, It there exists an upper bouni (say^ / # such that 
(1 •!•;&> is sai ; to be bounded. In this ease, there exists 
(x°,;i^ **> fc I such that, for a least upper oound z** , 
- ( x°, x** ^  - 2° 
and ix®,jr**> is called an optimal solution to U.l«2>. If 
( 3 i 
no such ^ exists* <1,1,^^ X.s sai : to be unbour^ed. 
An Mi.JP (Ki:.LP> with an adalti<Miial set of conatraints 
X i g # '<*here e is a vector of ones* is sal i to be a inary 
mixed integer linear program (aiLii (binary mixei integer 
nonlinear prograffi {Bi-'lhi^i^ii, 
. wirie variety of pr^lems in diverse fiel is can be 
formulated as integer programming prc^ l«Kr<s, .o present in the 
following four different models corresponding to one each of 
MLP, ihy, NLIP and 3LII pr<^lems, 
^•^ Jiii^5£t£-Silg.M!i-S^SS2-f^^^I-£t^Sl£f;i ^an MlLi-i Marsten 
et al (198o>: 
(iere v«e present eoi HXLP model* useful in maxl^izino 
profit* when the service network of an all cargo airline consists 
ot a single spider yraph i.e. a routine network, in which only 
one special node (or hub or J unction i nay have mor<& th^xx two 
spider legs (A spider leg Is esi arc that connects two nodes;. 
The scope of the aK>del is confined to (»ne typical night's 
operatii^, 
jThe following explanations are given for the unier* 
standing of the tnoael, 
j>he structure of the spider grai^ is specifiel by 
listing* for each spider leg (s«l« •«.*.~.i* the cities that 
( 4 ; 
lie on that log fcity U«lj«•••»city U,m^>} , in the returning 
order from the hub. It is also understood that no city may lie 
on more than one leg and aiKSh individual airplane will make one 
roun3 trip on a single spidar leg. For each leg s « l#*«.*s^ 
we are givim the set I ^isi " ^^^ aircraft type k is available 
for leg s}. The ciistancea of the airports arc measure 1 in the 
units of great circle mileu. 
rhe remaining data are J .", j • the wnount that customers 
want to send fran city i to city J (1000 K.U.S^ 
*^<ii1 * ^ ® revenue received for carrying cargo froit) city 1 to 
city j <i^ 8/1000 K.iji.s^ ; h(kji • the cost of erne take off «nd 
landing from an aircraft of type k (Rs/Oreat circle mileJ; 
tj. . •• the operating cost for an aircraft of type k (Rs/Sreat 
circle mile>; fit^. • the fuel bum rate for an aircraft of 
type k (GallOTs/Ureat circle mile>; f «• the total mnoxmt of 
fuel available (Gallons<>; A.. • distance from i to j ; 
Ci.i, *• the cost of serving spider leg swith an aircraft of 
type k . '^^i^u,^^i^r^ihub,cityiB,l^,i 
m^-l 
* \Il ^^(k/^(k>*^(city(8,ti.city(9.t+l>j> ' 
^sk * ^^^ affioimt of fuel consumed 
m^ -^1 
" *^(ki*^(huJD.city(s,l^>* ^^^ ^ ( k i A ( c i t y < s , t i . 
c i t y ( s , t + i ; ; , 
vihera in ooth these formulae (comprising c, j^  and a-j i^ the 
summation ain^sars only i f m„ > 2 , 
( 5 ; 
Th« KIJLP mod«l to th« problcan Is ^ivan by (uncapacltate<5>: 
subject to - - a^j^x^j^ i f ^^^ j^ ., j ^ 
The decision varXadolea of the model are the aircraft 
se lect ions ibinary> and the freight flo«im (continuous > : 
X . «• the nuidHur of e ircrafts of type k selectetl to serve 
a spider lug s « 
y* 4 * the aoount of frei<3ht carried frora c i ty 1 to c i ty j 
UOOO K.o.si, 
In nnost cases the x_. variables will be either zero or 
• X 
one (in case, any additional aircraft of a giver, type are 
rendering servicer along the spider leg s , then they will be 
allowed by declaring them as a«5ditiondl types* since the 
computer codes are coroposed of zero-on© variables >. The arro-mt 
y.. is necessarily sent on the unique p^th from i to J , 
Ihe capacitated model to the problcan (1.2.1i requires 
aiditiortal denotations I 
^iii * ^^^•^^' *^® route from city u to city v incluies 
the inbound arc from city i ] * 
( **; ) 
i,^ * ^^ 'J»v^ * the rout« from city u to v includes th« 
out-bound arc to city i) ; 
l«g.. « the index of the spiderAhat city i lies en « 
Kj, " the capacity of an aircraft of type k (1000 i'.,v;,s>. 
The totel capacity available ia the same In the cases 
of in£>oiBid «ad outbound tripa«since any aircraft chosen to 
nTw<& ^^^(ij ^^^^ make the trip in both directioie, 
Therefore, each city i adds ttns additional linear 
ccmatfainta to the leodel (l,2,li given by I 
^ ^Mv i ^ *^ {kJ *lao, 
and 
vuch a (.roblen can be solved by using the branch and 
bounj algorithm discussed in w^cticm ^»'d» 
Recently researches are going on various prc^l«ns that 
arise in cyclic staffing* ^uch problems involve the optimal 
schedulinij of r&sources to meet demands where both resource 
<.w ail ability «ad deewid output are cyclic* Bartholdl III, 
et al (1980> have formulated the prc^lem as an XLP. 
( 7 > 
A typical problem, callei the (k,m^ cyclic staffIno 
ptotjl&cd, is to minimise the linear cost of assiqnin * persons 
to an m-j>eriou cyclic schedule so that (a> sufficient persons 
are on work during time period i to meet the requirement b. 
and <bi each person works a shift of k consecutive period? 
and is at rest tor the rest m-k periods. Note that p^ricls 
1 and :!. are assiimed consecutive to expose the cyclic nature 
ot the problem. 
As an example, a Ci^Ti cyclic staffing proble.r ir given, 
which may be fonnulated as the ILP ; 
c X minimize 
subject 
L C 1 
1 ] 
I J 
i ] 
1 
1 
0 ; 
L 0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
t o 
1 
1 
1 
V 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
c 
1 
1 
G 
1 
X > b ... (1.3.ii 
X ^ u and integer. 
Thi3 model (nay be saii to represent the problun; of 
finding the n inimufJ! cost assignment of workers to shifts so 
that ia-ii each person works <? consecutive days a week and 
(b> at least b. workers are present during day i , 
( 8 i 
iarthoidi et al (199U^ have presented the solution of 
the ik,m/ cyclic staffing problem by two oiethods (a; transfor-
miny the iLP to a bounded series of network flow problona and 
(b> 83 a continuous valued linear program through an unusual 
round off property. 
!•* tlt^L.^2,t^tlM^^J^'zUih «^n NLir-i zeev (1981 >: 
Let thare be two players engagei in contrary interests« 
attack anu defense. The operations occur at n targets 
ainiultaneously, The total ttnits of forces available with the 
attacker is K while with the defender is N , l^t x. (y.> 
represent the size of the aubforccs attacKinq (-Sefending> the 
n It 
i~th target, f^aturally T x, » M and '" y* * ^^  • 'J"he 
i-l ^ t-1 ^ 
important decision for the attacker (defender) in this situation 
is the allocaticm of hir. total attacking (defendingi r<s«ource« 
tmxmq these n number of targets* The quantity of subforce; 
X, overcoming the def^jse is max ? '^'i"Pi y«^# ^1 * where 
p. ia the efficiency of the use of the defensive means at the 
i-th target. i:h# total damage inflicted on the complex of n 
targets *£'* is assumed to be equal to the sum of weighted 
nuR)ber ot the surplus attacking xmits over the defending units, 
where the i-th target is alloted with its weighting coeffi-
cient w. corresponding to its relative itr.portance of 
vulnerability. Hence one may have 
n 
f - "^  w- . fliax f x. - p^y^ « w 1 
i«l ^ 1 1 1 
( 9 ) 
as tile jnfc«i5ure of e f f i c i e n c y of attack and -F that of l e fense , 
H«ac«« the probl^n g ives r i s e t o two compl^nentary 
problems • 
ll> i-com the a t tacxer 'a point of view f ind 
n 
rtsin max T w. max f x i - o - y . * 0 | 
V X i - 1 * a. 1 1 
biuu)ject to • • • (1*4 .1 ; 
n n 
!" X. • H; T y. • H; X.,y- > O and integers for i«l,.,.« n, 
1.1 * i-1 * i 1 -
iij From the defender's point of view find 
n 
nr^ax min T w. min ^p^y^-x. ,01 
y X i«l ^ 1 i 1 
subject to ... (1.4.2/ 
n n 
'^  x^  • w; T y^  » N; ^I'VI •* ^  a*^*^  integer for i»l,,..»n , 
1-1 * i-1 * X X -
Ihese problems can be solved by the algorltlwi presented 
in the last part of th9 section 3,3 with the consideration that 
f(x«y> » w , maxCx-py, G| « -w • min'py-x, 0} is convex in x 
holding y fixed, uue to this fact and f(c,yi « c both 
problaans (1.%.1> and (1«4,2J are reducible to the probl^n 
I " itiin fmax ^^^ •(•i-pjyi > I ^  y^  • *-• y* ^ <J and integer* l«l,..,,n!. 
y i ^ * * i - l ^ * * 
( 15. t 
wne of the most popular and widely used rode! of 
•'inary Linear «rograifrfnlng problem is the traveling salesman 
proolem, Lar^e problen.s of this model appear in n'jtrerous 
applic'i fields such as vehicle routlny, computer writlr - and 
job-shop scheduling, xi interesting and fairly detailed 
discussion on the various algorithmic develootrs^nts ^re foimd 
in the works by k'arker et al (1983>, 
Here we shall present the mathematical model of the 
problem and then <ynm of the classical solution t«chni-|ue» 
will De referred to. 
The traveling salesman probleff! requires the deterrination 
ot the shortest round trip for visiting m cities such that 
each city is visited exactly once, A ba'ic assoxi tion for 
tliis forroalation is that the distance tjtatrix c «• ^*A 
satisfies the so called triangular inequality. Xhls inequality 
specifies that a typical element of the matrix :. should 
always give the shorte^.t distance between two cltle- i.e. 
c^. is never greater than c^^ + c^ j^ + c^ 4 ..• -• c^^ . 
Ihis asF.isnptlon allows one to specify that each city should 
L>€ visited exactly once, 
ihe pure binary integer model discussed in -hapter IV 
( n ; 
is too lar^e to be practically feasible for this problerj 
even for a standard value of m • we shall prf"^ent here a 
formulation of the problem* based cwi aaslgranent mosiel. 
'^t the outset It Is necessary to define a tour ani a 
sut>otou.r. .. solution to the traveling salesir.an problar is 
said to ccmstltute a tour If, starting from any city 1 « every 
city Is visited exactly cmce before returnlni to 1 , sub~ 
tour may toe de£ln«$d to be a tour comprlslm: n cities, where 
n Is strictly les£> than m. Thus the occurence o£ a sub-tour 
luads to an Infeaslble solutlcm to the problwn, 
I4»t >«44 • ^ i* *^*® salesman travels directly fron 
city 1 to j and *< < " " otherwise, A ne^cessary coniltion 
for a tour Is that city 1 connects to one city only acd 
that city J Is just followed oy exactly one city. This 
yields the forRiulatl<»i t 
as iT. 
.'l&lmlze *" ^ c^  4 X. . , where c, < "OOfori-j, 
1-1 j-1 ^^ *J *J 
m 
subject t o '^  X. . • I for 1 • 1 , . . . , . T . , , . ( l ,3 , l<> 
j « l 
ro 
*ij 
r X. . • 1 for j • 1, , . , , m f 
x^. • (u, l> £or 1 and j •• 1, . , ,m , 
where the so lu t ion to the <U>ove prc^lem ccmst l tutes 
a tour . . . . (1 ,5 ,2^ 
( 12 i 
As per the requlre»«nts of the tour solution x.. « c 
Is guaranteed by c, < " '^^ ^^'^ i • J • 
In the ^sence of the conatraint (l.^.ii, the problem 
(l.S.I^ Is a C8S« of a general assignment problem. Most 
probably, the optimal solutl<m of (l,5.i; may not provide a 
tour solution, i^ uch a solution may consist of Jiib-tours, 
The branch and bound algorlttwti that may be seen in A of f 7.4,3 
of I'aha (1975; (also in Parker et al (1933;; is aimed at 
showintj how the tour restriction is imposed explicitly so 
that the optiinal solution is a tour. 
( 13 > 
1 - na i r tho l l l l i l , John rt«; wirlin« Jam&a -.,* and . « t l l f f , 
H. vonal.i (i98U^, ' ' c y c l i c - ch«dul inq v i s I n t e g e r -roqr^mj^ 
wi th c i r c u l a r unas**, .,iwRAHi/U.> -^. >. \^CH 2^, 5, 1 ^7 i - l ''S >, 
« - r astfiiar-, ,L , V19S8*, * 'L inear Proqreatwilnq wi th t a t t e r n 
>-on8tra lnts»*, i h , , . D i s s e r t a t i o n , Marvard U n l v e r a l t y , 
C&t.bridge, K a s s a c h u s e t t s , 
3 - u a r f l n K e l , . . . . , an i temhauser , <-.I., (1972># ' H Purvey of 
I n t e g e r -. rogranvniny ijt.phasizin'j Co{n|:%itatlons ano Re la t ions 
.n:ony Models* ' , Technica l Report No,IS*?, Col leqe of 
t -ngineer iny, ^ o r n a l l U n i v e r s i t y , I t ^ 9 c a , iew York, 
H - > a r s t«n , »•-• ,• and d u l l e r , H . a , (198Ci, *'A^«1>(©«5 I n t e g e r 
irooratttfring Approach t o Air Cargo F l « a t Flanninq**, 
I .U^AGt^ lt-hT i^CXtlXE, a6 , 1 1 , 1096-1107. 
5 - Farker , K,V., and Kardin , H , L . (1963^, " r h ® Trave l ing 
- aJ.esir.an i?-roblerot An Update of Hesea rch '* , ;,AV^L H-...KAftv < 
i.v.'-ji.iiiuw ^UAf\Tt.r<Ly, 3w, 1 , 6 9 - 9 6 , 
6 - l aha , lar.idy .A, (1975>, " I n t o g o r Frogr«n:ning Theory, 
. app l ica t ions and computat ions**, Aca<!«nic P r e s s , New i^r" ,, 
7 - i.eev, - e i t l i n (1961^, • ' I n t e g e r Al loca t ion Problcma o '^ 
."in- ' ax iyp© with ^uasi Convex e p a r a b l e Funct ions * ' , 
oi-c-BAIIONw Rfc^LARCi, 2 9 , 1 , . ^ 0 7 - 2 1 1 , 
cHAi-xta II 
-Jhile ciealinQ with an ILt (I.l.li cenerally# we first 
solve the LP ay removing the intisger restrictions on v , 
JLhen the integer solutions are obtaln^i by applylnc: post 
optimal analy&l.-v with respect to inte^^er restrictions. 
Various .?.etho-is have been developed for the solution 
of an IL.'f probltam, ihese can broaily be iivide.^ into two 
classes* viz.* cutting plane techniques and bra^nch an<l bound 
techniques, In the present chapter we discuss the technijues 
aevelopei in both these classes, 
*•*• H^ili^ i^.iti-^ IS.iiSl^ lj^ yi;^  <8asic idea^ I 
Ihe cutting plane technique consists of tht ierlvatlon 
ol; new constraints (or cuta> so as to whittle the LF feai.lble 
region dOv.n to one whose optimal vertex is integer in the 
Intft-yer constrained variables. 
-.omory, f%alph -, il958i first suggested such a methoc! 
for solving an All-ILK problem miA latter in l^ i^C he extended 
tne procjcdure to cover a generalised case of ILP problem. 
( 14 i 
( 15 i 
L&tf.&r .^alKln, .i^>, a971> proved t h a t • oroory'a lusi f ract ional 
cut Cor s'lL*' probl^Ti ^ppltfrn to an . l l - tLF problerr qives 1 as ter 
convt.r.^encc than th:»t of Gomory*5 iua l f rac t ional r u t lor 
-dl-iiJi pro&ltans, 4monfj the -.ion'-erlh - work?. In t h i s «ra 
^&ntzi..^*.'> cut (19 >9j i s a lso one'. Lat ter aiorv and -icffTs^n 
Il9<?3> i^hewea tha t such a cut wi l l conver.jo only when the > ;int 
correapondincj to opt luol in teger feas ib le solut ion 1^ lor«te 
oii the edge ot th«s faaslDlu region of thfc r.-laxed L* ('Abero 
tne inte.jier r e s t r i c t i o n a ar^. rafioved>» th->t i s , the t a i i p lf>t 
i s locatvu on any bounJary s t r a i g n t l i ne enerat . i by the 
inters»,iCtiCHi ol r.-l hyp«r plane of cons t ra in t s in an 
n-lnteqex var lao le probl^n. These cons t ra in t s mi^y »e any oC 
1* o» oi l inea r cons t ra in t s^ f n (^c, of nonneqatlvlty 
cons t ra in t s* number ol constralntr* of the corresponding Lk 
relaxC'J j-roblc-m oi the lisi- problem, 
^•cain ^alas i l969^, iurdet I197yj, d o v e r (1973i 
ievalopfca Jeffarent cu t t lnq pldine methoia tor tho solut ion of 
integei programs, ihei>o cuts are bas ica l ly guner'^te i through 
the i n t e r sec t ion o£ feas ib le region with a «5oeelally s t r u c -
tured region, 
•• .11 in tege r • • cu t t ing r lane methods, whQr»» th? 
i^c^lution oi e2 relaxed l i nea r prografn is not conci ier ' , have 
bet:n ^iver. oy <-=QnfiOry (19ft3> ay the help of "ual cuts an 1 then 
oy j lovor (1968> through the prim J1 cuts un 3..>r the nar-e cf 
•siu.pllfle^ primal in teger programwlng algorithrr.p *, ^oung <19'?f*i 
( 16 i 
improved an earll«r work of Ben^lsracl «rid chames (1962) by 
the help ot Glover (1967i since* the algorithms developed 
in ben»lsrael et al (1962> lacked £initeness proof, 
Eecently a number of a<]v«aces have been made in cutting 
plane theory by Ghandforoush and Auatin (19eiy« Austin and 
uhand£orou6h (19e3i« Bell (1979i« bherali (1981J* Chames^ 
uranot. and w»ranot (1977>« Jeroalow (1979> and others. 
The techniques based mi cutting planes due to Bales, 
-'antsig* <~>an>ory« ¥oimg etc. have been thoroughly discussed in 
the literature, ^ee for axao^ .ple the texts written by Hu (1969^ 
^arfinkel and Naehnuser (197^i» .^alKin (1975>t Taha <1975> etc. 
m this chapter we shall presMit the recent works on cutting 
pities giv«n oy Oh^fidforoush et al (1981 > and nustin et al 
(1963; and a nuenerical example on these techniques is also 
presimted • 
The Constructive Priotal-uual Algorithm lcrDA> (ah^niforoush 
et al (1981i) alternates between a primal feasible stage related 
to Young's simplified irimal Algorithm itHM (195e> and a 
pxintal and dual fti^ asiblc stage related to Gomory's dual all-
integer algorithni for ILP (1963 >. the choice of the cut row 
of the Ct-DA is different frotr. that of Young's GFA. ihis 
algorithn. solves a given IL>P problem* when it is a problem of 
maxiuisation with all **y* cwistraints; usually starting primal 
( 17 ) 
feasible and dual infeaslble at does Young's * A, The cuts 
of CiiJh in the adv&nt ot a stationary cycle avoi-? iegenerate 
Iterations s^a move into in£easible region and then att«rppt tc 
.ring primal feasibility at a better solutlcm point, 
lo present the algorithms of C^JA, we conelder the 
following probl«^. I 
^aximi^e z •• v.x • C « x £ ••• (;e«^ «l/ 
where 
4 : « ( K ( A x j ^ h # S t ^ integer I ; 
* * C % l 3 » *^*C*^l3 **"** ** * C*^i 3 •*•* ^ f^jow* to be 
m>in l*n fn»l 
all integer matrices* 
fwo types of algorithms have been pre&ente.l here as 
cj^ UA-l and CPDA»a» The first algorithm is rcent for solving 
the most standard form of LLP problems v^ here neither the primal 
nor the dual variables are highly degenerate, but the second 
one i£ fitpecially applicable to a particular type o£ ILP probl^r^s 
of highly primal and dual degener*cy Ce,<7.# fixe^-chj^rge IP 
problems >• 
The algorithmic steps of CPDv*l ere first pr sented 
which are divided into two stages vlst *'Primal ^ta^e'* and 
•*-ual utage**. Then the necessary changes for the steps of 
ctDA-^ to be incorporated into those of C^DA-I ara glv«»i. 
( 18 ) 
Primal ^tagsI 
at«g_0 «^ rite down the ILP In thm toxm (2«2.lj. If 
some b. < O then go to the dual sta^e, Othervfiae* check to 
determine whether c. > O for j C fl«*,,«ni; if so stop; 
the current basis is optimal; otherwise go to step 2. 
-S2£-i Select the g. the column represamting k-th 
nonbasic variable which is lexicograi^ically the most negative 
as the pivot column. If all components of £k, are negative* 
stop; the problem has no bounded soluticm. Otherwise, select 
the source row 'f^  so that hj^ /a^ j^  • win ^^ i/*iic • *ik ' ^^  • 
Break ties by arbitrary selection. If b > A . go to 
step 3; otherwise go to step 2. 
btep^2 In col won Oj^  search for a new row | s\ich 
that ^ ^ r'^ r^k J ^^ ^^^ smallest ratio greater than or equal 
to 1, where »y^ > 0 «)d \^ ~\ represents the greatest 
integer part. If no such row ^ exists then row 'l from 
step 1 is selected as the source row. Go to step 3. 
^SSS.1 Construct the cut constraint as follows ', 
jll ^*'i ^ *'J^ -I ^^^ ^o . [b^ / a^^ ] ... (i.2.2; 
where ->c is a ncmnegative integer variable called the ''cut" 
slack** and t. is the j-th nembasic variable. Append 
( 19 i 
constr«int (^ .^ .^ i to the button; of tha curr«nt tableau. 
oo to step 4. 
i^SE-l Perform a aimr.iex iteratt<wi by pivoting on the 
*'>1*' the pivot element in the buttom row and in the selected 
pivot column 6. • The sltMSk variable Lc in {^ «2»k; becon> s 
a nonba^ic variable. After the iteration is completed, discard 
the buttoiTJ row. If some b. < c in the current ta >leau« then 
go to the dual stage, if all c. > O , stop; the current 
basis is optimal. Otherwise go to step 1. 
i>ual,,^ tapet 
»tep^5 if all b, > 0 and c. > 0 , step; an optimal 
solution has been obtained. Other%rise, go to step 6. 
^^ tep 6 Select the soiarce^ row'Ty^  as the row for which 
r ^ 1 , and r • win f ifb^ < C J , Go to step 7, 
iSS£-2 ^^ *r1 - ^ ^^^ '^^ i i ^ * stop; (2.*,li 
has no feasible soIutiCM. Otherwise consider all columns c. 
ouch that a^ < C . choose f^^ such that c,^  < ^  «nd 
a^k tt. for j£f l»...»n J , and <^ » C«xj/«jj • *2j/*rj ••• 
•••' *Wl^*rl3» ** there is no such Cj^  <. O tJnen go to 
step 6; otherwise go to step 9. 
a . < ^j , select the entering CO1UB» C,^  such t^at ^ > c^  
-teg^S For the source row from step € and for all 
( 20 > 
I t and only i f c^ 4»  o , Xf t^«r« 1» no c^ > c , thwet 
con8ld«j 
at«p 9, 
si er a. such that C| • o , for *-.* * "" • o to 
•Hl£-.2 Construct a dual cut with cut constant C«-.j-l» 
gener^itlng a cut with the pivot element of **-l**, Ap-end 
tne constraint idm^mi^i to the button: of ths tableau, io to 
step 10, 
ateg^lO i^erform a slinplex Iteretlcm by pivoting on 
•1 in the buttoiR row and in the selecte^l pivot coluRoi Oj^  . 
The slaojc variable ^c in {'d,s,,^) beecnos a nonbaslc variable. 
After the Iteration is completed, discard the buttom row. If 
some b. ^  o , then 90 to step S/ otherwise go to the primal 
stage (step 1)» 
The following ch«tfiges in the above algoxithin of Cf^DA*l 
have been prescribed for CrOA-4(« 
In step 1 of CitDA*!, if bj. > a^ for some source row 
*\^ then go to step 3, Otherwise, we substitute a procedure 
for step 2 v ^ i ^ constructs a cut from the objective functicm 
of the current tidsleau, using the largest (least nefratlvej 
negative c. as the **cut constant**. Inequality (^.2,3; is 
used to construct the cut ccmstreint U»«,4j, that is, 
n 
T Cs X. > Z * I , ... (2.^ .3<* 
J.l J J 
n 
( 21 > 
whare r is the current valtw o£ thct objective function, 
bincc th« r«aultln9 tableau Is ptimml Infeasible* w« proceed 
to st&p S, Note that all other steps (with the exception of 
step 2i c^aalns the same In this version of CfOA. 
The algorithmic steps pr€Mi«)ted above mr9 aiscussed 
hereunder in re3:^ &ct of their uaufulness. 
In step 1 of CP0A-1, If j^f/aj-jt i 1 • t*^ ®" <*« nent 
iteration will be a transition cycle* otherwise a normal 
primal iteration whould generate a stationary Iteraticm. ny 
restricting j^  *^ r/*-ic 3 d ^ • ^^ possible, in step 2 of 
CFUA*! it is plannnjd to avoid a stationary cycle by re<3ucin(? 
a primal feasible problem into a primal and dual infeasible 
one, The rule of selecting an af^ropriate row (for whieh 
[_ b /a j^  ] i 1^  known as 'the next hi^er Inteqer rule* is 
the crease of the basic CtDh algorithm. This rule differentiates 
Ck>DA from Young's ^FA. 
In step 7# the effect is to generate the strongest 
possible cut in the primal dual infeasible tableau, cihana*-
foroufth wid rvustin (198l> report about their experience in a 
variety of test pootolvaut that if Cj^ A..}^  ^* taken as the 
smallest possible ratio for all c^ and a ^ ^ < o , th«n the 
primal feasibility can be brought about quickly. This rule is 
( 22 > 
very effective in most of th« problems with c^ a^ Q for V . 
Hov«ev«r« £or highly dual d«g«Qorate ptctolmna, CrOA-i is less 
«£tective« Th« algoiithta in step ^ att«ri)pts to avoid dual 
•^genttrat« itarations wherever possible. 
s^ cited above in i^ .^ .Si and i^ ,i,4>« the major 
difference between C» DA-l and C^iM-^ i« the use of c*>jectlve-
row-cut. The etep 4 of the algorit^ yt* CfrOA-l is w^ !olely 
adsent in that of algorithm CPOA*2. The £or»er process either 
Qives a transition cycle or laring a primal feasible solution 
to a prinial and dual infeasible soluti(»i# whereas the later 
process is ccostrainlng the current value of the abjective 
function to be at least one unit higher* and ehallencFing the 
pri<i<al feasibility state of the problem, T'wo conditions may 
result in the application of Cl-DA-^  I 
(a> the tableau will renain primal feasible* «ad generate 
further transiticm cycles/ increasing the objective ftmction 
value/ or 
is>i the algorithm will enter int& a primal and dual infeasible 
stage and attempt to regain primal feasibility throt^ jh dual 
cuts. At this stage the tableau nay indicate the infeasibility 
of the solution to the pr^ bleiR with at least one b. «> 0 and 
Hi ^ ^ ^^^ -^  * '^^ ^^  ^ ^ coeputation is teminated with the 
fuost recent pri("al feasible ti^leau being the optimal solution 
of the lU^ problem* although tJhe said tableau shows infeasibility 
i 23 i 
o£ th« dual vari^l«s (c.>. tiowevor* if the above condition 
does not occur» th« Ci-OA eonU,n\K>us with the prlntal-dual-
infeaaible stage of the pr<^l«n} mitil a prlir.al feasible tableau 
is reached. This process is repeated uontil an optirral solution 
is obtained, 
_iscus3iwi on convergence trogertiaat 
Ihe matnematical proof of the ccMivergwice of CfDA 
should be ccmsidered at two distinct stages! primal-feasible 
convergence and prifnal-'du«l*'infea3ible convergence. The first 
case may result in either of the two stages: (a> the next 
iteration is a transition cycle in wTiich case the convergcmce 
proof will be similar to that of Young's (1968> SPA; or i\o) the 
next it€iration is a staticmary cycle* in v^ich case the CPDA 
will require the use of the 'next higher Integer ruleS w>-^ ic^  
woula in fact necessitate a e<»nvergence proof of the CPDA for 
the first stage. No formal matheiBatical proof is availed^le for 
tnis condition. Fortunately* th@ sae<:»)d stage of CPOA (l.e.the 
priinal-dualoinCeasible casei is very similar to that of 
«»lovex:'s H-DA (19e7K 
<»»ince, during dual iterations* the feasible region is 
shortened by the dual cuts« wherein the present solution point 
is made to lie In the infeaslble region* the CiOA through its 
dual cuts avoid cycling and failure to convergence. This fact 
is undouotedly the key to a formal converg<(Hnee proof for the 
CPDA. 
( 24 ) 
*.^«a l'h« H«diao«id Ad¥«i»e«d otart Algorltlve: Austin et al (I983> 
xhe *r»duc«a a<lvanee<) s tart algorithm* (RASA> ia an 
extcmslon of the *advane€>d s tart algorithn * iJMiAi oC Hanna 
(1961>. which i t s e l f i s a modification of the *3ouna«d descant 
alvjorith * {BDM of Austin (1979>, All thesa algorithms u t i l i s e 
a l l - integer cutting planes similar to those originated by 
.^ omory U963; for his original dual a l ^ r i t h n . 
The nA:^ A aanits two d is t inct costpiitatiofial ru l e s . The 
f i r s t o£ wnich i s the application of «n edvtfieed starting point 
with an infeas ible solution (priiBal-infeasibilitiri* end the 
second i s t^e removalt «t the i n i t i a l sta9e« of the nrniblndino 
constraints in the soluticm to the relaxed Ll^  pr<^lem« The 
second teclvnlque I s highly useful in generatlngf prompt solu-
tions« tih&n a pr<^lam has a nueiber of redimdant constraints , 
C«»n9ider the XLP pr<^leRi {d,i,l> of subsection i,4,\. 
The algorltlvr.ic steps of HAi*A wi l l be presented 9m per the 
statemtmt of th is probleni. 
The Algorithm: 
wise — w—wMw—e»i<wi — 
tSS£.. <&olve the U? problem (P> by removing the 
intfiKier restrictions in the problem (^ .^ .li. If the optimal 
solutlcm is all integer* stop. If iii has no feasible soluticm 
oc an imoound@d solution, stqp; the same occurs for (2*4i.l). 
oo to step 1« 
( i"^ ) 
:^ t«p 1 Lmt Q imd ^* tm ths eet of indices for constraint!^ 
those are bindiog and nonbinding* respectively in th^ solution 
to it it &nd let t^ and % be the optimal solution to the 
probl««m {yjm J-et yj • t Xj • o.S 1 , j • l#,«.#n. if 
X •• ^  is a feasible aolution for id,* ml it ip to aetp 2; 
othereise ao to step 3* 
i-tep <6 if £«X • L '^'^  1» '^^^ • 5 • ¥ *• *^** optimal 
solution to {d»4Ai» otherwise in ascsaiaing order of e^ > o , 
let 'i.j - y^^l until s 1 > {.'^^ 1 • R«cord 2. • £,j es 
<a lower bound on the value of z , and note that r is 10 
inieaslble soluti<»n to (i«4^«li. Go to step 3, 
^te£^ Form the reduced prc^lem U«^«5->2«^«9^ and 
p6r£om>' the advanced start in it as follows I 
n 
maxifBise z • f e. x. • O ... (2.2.5J 
j«l ^ J 
s.t, Xj • tj • u « •!., j • 1, ,«.,n • ... (2.2.SJ 
n 
f a^  < x.-^ s. • b,, 1 € i , ,,. (2.^,7> iU "^i "J ^ 't 
jll "J "J * *o - l^ °l • •.. (a.2.8^ 
where x. » t. , s. « u , t^ > 0 and integer ••• {2.i.9> 
i^ ertorm row operations to ««iter x , a «n6 t^ into the 
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basis, ther^'/# ccmstructlng th* Bcale tableau whose coltama 
are aa.^ oci«t«d with the ncmbasic •aridblea t wad u . Go 
to step 4. 
5te£jl Ignoring the u eolwnn as a source column* «nd 
using dual all-integer Goinory cuts, |>erform simplex iterations 
(discarding the cut row after each iterati^ii until a feasible 
solution is obtained for the pr^lem ((2.2.Si - (2U.9i;. If 
z • C ^  3' go to step 6, if x <. C 2® 1, but no J** "'^4 » 
or the objective coefficient in the u column is nonnegative* 
go to step 6; otherwise, go to step 5, 
£lfE.J Ferfom primal all integer iterations until the 
tableau is dual-feasible* or z » C^ °3« or no x. « 'I. . Go 
to step 6» 
t ^ S ^ If the current solutiwi does not violate any 
ctmstraints whose indices are in Q*« stop; the solution is 
optimal* Otherwise, transform tiie violated constraints as 
follmis, and append them to the curr«at simplex tableau. 
J n 
'ij * ' ^ "sit •'^kj ' ^ * ^••••" ••• <2.2.10> 
'Yg • b, - r e.jj'l'jj # ... (2,2.11^ 
where a^ j^  and b^ are the original coefficients of the 
violated constraints. 
( 4^ 7 i 
"f^. aii<3^ „ «r« th« tr«A«formed co«f£lei«nt3 of the 
violated con*traint«# 
n^M and '1^ are the current elemwits of the rows of the 
tableau aasoclated with the x^  (first n rows after the 
objective row^. 
The problem ({dt^^Si * (2«2,9>> has now been enlarged 
by some of ^ e nonblnding constraints In 0* . Go to step 4. 
Discussicm on the Alcorithml 
Ihe ccmeise natiire of the al9orit:hm necessitates 
further clarification* which follow ; 
In step 1* the nonblnding C(Xistraints in the relaxed 
Li- problem (!"> are tistnporarily removed in order to obtain the 
optimal solution at a greater speed by relaxing the feasible 
integer hull. Another reason for doing so is that the advanced 
start is perfunned which may cause infeasibility due to the 
ccmstraints in a* and thereby lead to generate additional 
cuts that sake the progress slow in dentarcating the integer 
feasible region in the neigtUsourhood of the optimal extreme 
point of U? feasible region. 
Hark that the rounding procedure in step 1 sometixnes 
yields a feasible solution and at tines the optirnal solution. 
No doubt* if this rounded solution is feasible mnd equals 
then it is optisaal. However* a feanible soluti<»i 
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irepr«*«ints a lower bouni for the optimal objactive value of the 
inte9er p0ebl«n. ::jince* the alqiorlthn* mat start with an 
Infeasible atarting point at a higher ^Jactive value* such 
adjuatment with the nearest integer solution muat be made 
vfhenever the initial point ia feasible. 
The conatraints (^ .^ ^^ i o£ step 3 are ccmsiderd aa 
upper bounds on the values of the aecision variables at the 
starting i^ oint* Xo atvoid over constraining the problem, a 
variable u is added to transfornv the slack variolas 
% i;, 0 into varial>les that are unconstrained in si^. This 
device effectively ramovea ccmstraints (2.2,6> as binding 
such that the upper bounds of x. are relaxed beyond X. . 
finally* the constraint (a.^^Si iacposas a strict upper boimd 
cm the value of the objective function i*e« \Zj» vrhich holds 
always• 
Hie feasible solution yield by dual cutting planes in 
step 4« note that* may or nay not be optimal tx> the pr<x>laRi 
K{^^^^'>i''id,d»9ti, AS Kanna U961> has shOMH* using the 
column associated with t^  as a source row for a cut actually 
**releases** the upper bound constraint associated with x. . 
This means that* under certain conditions* the primai Itcirations 
in step S may be unnecessary* ev<^ ttiough the: u column 
possesses a negative coraponctf^ t in th« objective row, 
£n step ^ the transformations in iu«2*104 and (2«2*11> 
( 29 i 
m*r«ily allow binding (but initially discarded^ conattralnts 
as they would have appeared if thay had been carried along in 
the preevious tableaus, 
^e shall solve the problem* 
fuaximiae Z - 2x,*x -Sx, * 0 
1 4f; 3 
subject to x.+x^+Xj i ^ • 
x^*ax2-X3 < 8 , 
Xj^ x^ '^ S^ i '•^  ***^  lntt»^ er 
by two methods, i«e« first by CPDA and then by RASA, 
levies Ij, to t^ explain the applioaticma o£ CTDk, n^lle 
lablea V,^ to t.- correspond to RASA, 
T^ (Priiaal Stage J 
H Xy Xj x , Xj ^ Bemaric 
z -^ - 1 - 3 0 
Sj^  I I 1 5 
1~» E . ^ - 1 3 IC 
- r « 
8^ 1 2 - 1 8 
^C, 0 -I ! • 3 1 
( 3C i 
ir 
\ 
4> 
*»1 
•3 
.>c^ 
^1 
• * 
1 
I 
u 
Tg (l>riai«i Stag«i 
x^i 
• 4 l 
4 
2 
1 
! • 
sc% 
3 
- 1 
- 3 
1 
- I 
b 
9 
2 
1 
11 
I 
Remark 
>lnc«# 
w« s e l e c t r « 2 for 
'^ where • 
b^ 
ck 
T^ (Dual t'tag*; 
B 
2k/ 
s»cr ;>c, b Ranark 
1- s 
^^3 
- 2 4 
1 - 2 
2 - 2 
1 - 1 
1 - I * 
- I 13 h^ » - 1 « and 
1 O a>2 •"^ * i3 • ' ^ 
»1 ~1 ntr«;4tiv«. Again 
2 10 « / - 2 s - I A 1 # therefcre 
• 1 -X ^ "^^  sjelectc^ to be 
the Kcnbaai« coluRm 
correspoinding t o - c 
T^ UrimBl i^t«9« i 
( 31 J 
X, be. 
J.. 
n 
®3 
-c,, 
d. 
- 1 
u 
0 
4 
- i 
•<* 
- I 
- ^ 
- 5 
3 
1 
3 11 
1 
R«fn«rk 
9 i ince# 
1 « 4/3» »o r«»3, wh«r«i 
V^rk'^rk > - - l / l 
Tg <Dual b t a g « i 
/ . 
-ir 1 
s 
®3 
h^i ^ r {» 
^1 
^ 
- 1 
c 
0 
- 1 
.>C3 
- 6 
4 
0 
5 
1 
ft,. 
5 
- 3 
- 1 
- 3 
- I * 
b 
14 
- 1 
Q 
e 
- 1 
l%«m«rk 
a., are negative and 
corresponding c. , are 
positive* so g. l8 the 
coli»)n coreespondlnqr 
to .c^. 
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r^ (Primal staged 
-^ i 
*:J 1 3 5 
>u column Is £^ and •-
^1 
s 
^3 
. c -
- 3 
2 
I 
3 
1* 
- 1 
1 
- 1 
2 
0 
•J 
- 3 
- 1 
- 3 
- 2 
9 
2 
1 
11 
1 
for 1-2, «1/1 for l»3, 
we break tie lund 
select X » I, 
1- (trlmal stage> 
X 
;^  
s 
1-^*3 
- ^ 7 
3 
- 2 
- 1 
- 3 
- 2 
Xjj (Dual t a g 
X3 ^C^ 0 8 * 
1 
s - 3 
* 
^C U 
1 
- 1 
1 
- ! • 
- 1 
1 
- 1 
<i. 
I* 
SC5 
0 
1 
0 
^*^5 
- 1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
b 
16 
- 4 
4 
- • 
b 
12 
0 
c 
8 
4 
«a 
"•l 
s 
«3 
Remark 
For a e l e c t l n g Cj^ » 
ehoMie t h e column 
T i s s e l e c t e d as 
T^ and T^, 
T^ (Optimal^ 
wC^ "^ f^t '-'Ce 
1 1 0 
C - 1 u 
- 3 1 2 
1 - 2 1 
we 
-•C3. 
•9^t 
b 
12 
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The optimal solution Is obtaln^a : 
J* m la , 
6^  • 0 , 
•^  • o , 
8^ • S , h«nctt * X, • I t 
Xj . 3 . 
hi^h requires the Lr solution vhich i s I 
x^ • M , x^ • l . a s , X3 • 3.75 and Z® - i a , 5 , 
Again « - ! l»a I «ad w* • ? 3 I . H«nc«« 
y^ - Cl.iS + O . S l • 1 
^3 C3.75 • O . s l • 4 ana 
C2 1 3D fon • 13 > Cxa.sl . [i] 
fiance 4-4 • y^ tor J •• l#a«3« will be used in the advanced 
start algorithm. Again the third linear conatraiUnt I 
Xj^^^x^'x. j^  s is not a binding ccmatraint* hance it i* not 
included in the RASA in accordance with the problem ((a.a.Si 
to (a.4;,9i^ « which gives Z 
maximise '^ - ixj^ - x^ 
subj&ct to Xj 
*-. 
mm 3x3 
^h 
>t^ 
3^ * S 
• C 
•U • L 
-U • 1 
- U • 4 
( 3^ i 
Tj^ ^ vPrlAdl wOt> T^5 (Primal Cut> 
Xy i*C^ - C ^ ^Cjjl, -C3 fe Xg .-^Cj, C^ -C5 C3 
- i 3 - 4 I 10 / - i - 1 4 - 3 i r 
X, - 1 o c ^ w x^ - 1 o 0 : 0 
X u G - 1 1 1 x^ o - 1 I 1 
X3 0 I - I u 3 X3 C V, 1 - 1 3 
^ 1 - 1 4i - 1 1 ->3j I 1 - ^ 1 1 
s i - 3 * I 2 82 2 - 1 - a 3 2 
A 2 
t * - 3 4 - 1 2 t^ -* 1 - 4 3 2 
o o 
s c c 0 - 1 I * - I c &c- ! • I - 2 1 1 
Tj^ g (Primal Cut^ 
^B S C * -aC^ 4»Ce ^ ^ T ^ ^ 
* 1 O - 1 12 ? O 0 0 1 12 
Xj^  1 1 - 2 1 1 5ti 3 A - 2 - 1 1 
X w - 1 1 0 I X. e - I 1 1 
A 2 
X3 e V. 1 - 1 3 X, - 2 - 1 1 1 3 
8 , - 1 0 & C O 8 , - I C O . C 
8 - 4 1 - 3 d i U 9. L "A * - 1 C 
- r t - * - I O 1 L t C C f - 1 
o o •^C- —« - 1 0 1 • 
( 3*^  ) 
H M optimal solution of th« proldlwn {^,2,13) is 
(Stained in I.- with the soXuticm I 
The constraint in w* i.e. x, + kx - x. ^ ^i is satisfied 
by th« t^bave solution id^dml^), hence it is the optitnal 
solution to the problem (2«2*lai. 
••isAANCH AKL BOUKD AU5CSITJ«^i ARE AUlOSf .M^nAY^ • r . ^ l J ' -L* 
IN Xrfc SswVSfc THAT THaY PROCEED FKC3K OSE FKA^BLfc ^uLUTION TO 
/\r<gXHi.R UiVTlt. OPJlKALin i s V i l R I F l a O , 1 . PACT THk^Y s^ FTfcN FIKil' 
wirII.vAi. wH hiiAH OPTI.-.AL ^cLUf 101*6 EARLY IN TH-: tilFXRATlCN 
FaOC£i-S AHD SP£.Nw THE MAJORITY CI THi TIM£ VKRIFYIKG (-f flK^s^LITY* ' 
Garflnkel (I979j 
Th€ br«ftcti and bound technique presented in th i s section 
appliws to HILi' or ILP problems. This technique has success' 
fu l ly been applied to many special types of integer models, 
v i^ . se t covering problems, traveling salMunan problenps, 
knapsack problems^ location problems* scheduling problems e t c . 
*he procedure s tarts with the solution of a continuous 
Li' problem, obtained by relaxing the integral rastrlct ions 
on the integer constrained v<)riables« rhe feasible region of 
thfet integer probl«tm being a aubspaca of the continuous probl«MB, 
the optimal inteaer soluticxn i s obtained throu'jh a systematic 
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ni«unipul«ti»n of thm LfP, 
In c«8«« th« optimal solutl<m to th« continuous problem 
is all lnteg«z- in th« integer ccmstrained variables« then it 
is also optimal to the Integer pr<^lem. Otherwise, branch and 
bound procedure is applied through the iiapletnentatlon of four 
basic operations I separation (partitioni into 8ub->problcms, 
relaxation (upper bounding^, fathoming of problems (lower 
bounding^* and selectlcm of subproblems (branching)• These 
operatlcms c«istitute the essential features of the enuroeration 
tree of the process* 
Land and Dolg (I960) first prcHx>8ed this technique for 
KlL)r>*s. Since thwi a vast nundMir of papers and books have 
appaared <m the subject. The works by Dakin (1965^, "eale 
and -'Oiall (196$), Drlebeek (1966), Agin (1966), Bal«s (1968), 
F.itt«r; (1970), lomlln (1971), Uarfinkel (1979) etc. mt9 worth 
mention. 
consider the prc^lem (1.1«1) I 
where i, » f ^*«X* \ \Z '••^Y*&» ?«i:l integer, Y > ^ J, 
irhe usual technique daals with solving the problem (1.1.1) 
by splitting the region ^ into sanaller tnd smaller subsets, 
atteh that th« required integar aolutimi lias in at least amy 
one of th«ai. This method is known as separaticm and often 
showi by an * enumeration tree*. 
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&ftch nod« of th« •numeration tree represents a subprobl«sM 
of (l«l«i>. For example* nod« r gives the problem ; 
where -'^  £ ii . 
PtS the procedure o£ enum&rati^Q is alcmgated, the set 
^ becomes smaller and einaller till it becomes a condidate 
for the optimal aoiation or at least enables us t <noM in 
advance whether it contains the optiiial solation* The branch-
ano-bound proce&a ia auceeasfuX if thia inforotatioo ia obtained 
about as many nodei. «e r«o«sibl« before the e«iumeration tree ia 
very large. 
Upper bounde i on Z* , the {rtaximtJCR value of over 
c^  , ^i}l b^- calculated, \i*t&, /^ ead k: stand lor the 
op&iindl iQtfrqrei solution of and optimal continuous solution 
reapectlveiy over >^ - • 
rathomlng ot aw^probiema or diacard of at^prc^lems is 
p^ffocma^ wtMSi it ia known that <^ ^ does fsot contain a better 
solution th%ao ooe already c^»tained. This la don«> by comparing 
the upper bound solution of ^^ with tti already obtained intec^ er 
solution* This solution is treated aa the current best lower 
bound on /. i,e, ^  « i.e. it ^- ^ 4 ••• (2.3.2J 
then the r*th node is fathomed* Hence* these boimds i.e. 
upper bound 1 «Dd lower boimd Z are of significant inport^see. 
Obviously* the node *r* can also be fathomed if the corresponding 
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continuous LP solution Is InCoaslble. Assisting the f««8lbl« 
region o£ the continuous LP probl^n at node r as T^ , we have 
i m # «0iJ o C X i8 also void. This situation can, without 
any loss of generality* be ccmsldered as a special case of 
(^ •3«ai« where we set z • -co when T • • , 
The process of br4»ichlng la nothing but the act of 
deciding which node to consider next. Consideration of node 
r means solving the continuous LP prc^lem (a.3,3^ ; 
max ^i£ty[i, ti#X> ^ ^r * ••• ^^'^-^^ 
where C i^ and 'tx,^^ ^  ^1-1*^2^ ^^'^ *2«Y'^ ''r • 
separating ^ « or possibly attempting to fathom by Improving 
th« bound z • The next subsections are mwat for the 11lustra" 
tlon of thes. steps. 
a.3.1 Uj 
Xt Is evident that the tighter the feasible region* the 
harder Is to the problem to solve* The most con£l«-ned region 
will be had by letting (2.3,3> » (a.3.1i* af>d the easiest 
calculaticm wcmld l©t I • co. 
The usual method of relaxation Is to allow (2,3«3> to 
be the LP, ootalned by relaxing the Integer constraint on n 
in («,3,1>, This LP relaxation enables us to obtain the optiral 
solution with less amount of calculation, Hardin and Lin (1977i 
prove that the Important :iar«c@ter that influences the branch-iAd' 
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boufi'J tec^mlque is the dl8tanc« from th« LP solutl<^ to th« 
integer solution. Apart from the discussIons on two other 
methods of relaxation* briefly given here* v.re shall use the LP 
relaxation in our algorithmic process in this section, ^ 
Lagrsngian relaxaticm has been applied for KILP algorithms 
by many authors. The works of Shaprio (1971;, G«offrlon (1974J 
ani ^ reenberg (I977i may be ; f" t • refferred to Kendal and 
/.ionts (1977> have also worked in this line under the heading, 
' *v'Olving integer programning problems by aggregating constraints**, 
Again Karwan end Hadin (1979i have studiel some interesting 
relationships betufeen lagrangian and surrogate duality* 
rhe problem 
maximise c x 
«i» mm 
subject to '^  5 i S ••• ^2,3,4^ 
i> X < d 
X > G and 
X. integer for all J C I 
is reducible to the lagrangian relaxation \ 
maximise S £ "* 6 '^"^5 " IS^  
subject to D x « d ... Va.S.Si 
X X ^ ^ « ^ 1 integer for all j £. I , 
where > is a ncmnegative real.vector. The constraint ^x < ^  
is assumed to h«ve a special structure which enables (2.3.5; to 
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be solved •aa l ly (vid« Qeotition {I974fi>m A branch and botm-l 
al^orithfri basa<3 on (2.3,5.1 woul^ give soona method for fixing 
values for the vector A »O as to make (2,3,S> a t ight relaxa-
tion • 0 
#\nother relaxation which hwB btsen uaed mainly for lLP*s 
ia re£err<Svi to her^ r as qroup-theorltic relaxatl<»i. The works of 
uhapito (19$e>« oorry et al (1973>, Lell 11977> are founo to be 
based on th is (Approach* 
Let the ILy be given by 
leaximiiie 2 • ' i L ^ - T * ^t *» 
oo ^^j, oj J 
X| > C tfia integer for i£ ri,,,,»in) 
x^ > o and integer for j £ P 
where tb® elem«nte'X ^  are the coefficients of the optimal 
tebleau of the \J» relaxaticxi, Thxaa the variables x. are basic 
and t is the set of indices of the nonbaaic variables. The 
group-theoritic relaxation stems from iropping the nonnegativity 
restriction on the basic variables. It has b^en shown by 
oonsory (1963> that the group-theorltic relaxati<») can be solved 
ix& a group Knapsack problem. 
^.3.^ tejjajjies: 
The technique of introducing penalty calculatior for an 
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efficient application of latwneh and bound mathod was introduced 
by deaie and c^ inall (196S> and Dri^MiaK (1966>. Fuirther ext«mslons 
in this line ware proposed by various authors includin;:: Toenlin 
a970>« Koore (1974>« Ibaraki (1976> etc. 
These are considered directly after the selection on 
upper bounding because they can be thought of as a means of 
attaining upper boinids* These can also be ueed in the branchino 
process as to be discussed in subsection 2«3«6, 
Let one oC the fractional rows in an optimal LP solution 
be given by 
'^i - "^ io - ^ J/iJ j^ • 
where i £ I • fijXj^  is integer I • n^^ • ^o^^^io ' 
0< f. < 1 «!id 1*1^ i» ^ « <?reatest integer ^''^Q • Since 
Xj^ is required to be integer* th««i x^ < U ^ J or x^ ^  ^ 'lo^ ' 
where ^%Q^ - [l^J -^  I • If x^ * f^J acts, then it 
can be incorporated into the simplex tirialeau as the following 
constraints : 
the pivot coluenn for the next dual simplex itaration 
(since* the basic solution for the slack variable eorrespc«diog 
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to thtt abovti nm*i constraint %fill b« ni«gativ« amd given by 
i jfei^  IJ J i o 
ao that th« valua of the objective functicxi wil l dacrea e by the 
dovunward penalty 
J6P ^S 
D ' i o 'Oj J 
f . • m i n —jyM—« » ' 14 * ^ 
* io 'ok 
i k 
. . . (a.3.6> 
Clearly P. is only a lo^ rer bottfid on the decrease in ?• • 
Nowt we vent to find the sufficient ccmdition that c«ily 
one pivot operation will urinq the feasibility to the solution* 
and hence (;ii«3«6i will give the exact downward ^xmalty to the 
sub-problerr.. 
Let us consider the value of the r-th basic vari«dble 
after cMi® pivot operation aoly« which is given by 
'Trk 'io ^rk NL 
^ • —.—.-« mH " -—.—-. , ... (2.3.7> 
ro _/ ro r-/ . . . ^ - . j . " 
'ik 'ok 
The K>solutiCNn after (Mie pivot operaticm will be feasible 
iJE the quantity in Ki^y^li is positive for all r£B « where B 
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Is thfc e«t Of indices of th« b«slo variables in th« correspon-
iing optiiaurr: LP relaxed solutioD« For all 'TIJ^ < ' , (2,3,7; 
gives poeitive values* but for H^^^ > c , the condition that 
(k,3«74> will 9iv« positive value is 
or. 
"^ro 'io 
v.. - T: 
rk 
D 
ik 
i « T'. 
rk 
for a/ r if « ... (2^3.S> 
itikewi^e, tlie U|>ward penalty s>^ associated with the 
alternative constraint x^ - C i o ^ ^•^ ^ found to be given oy , 
J6: -^7 
•18 
•.. (2.3,9> 
It ^ j ^ *^0 for any r 6 B , then after one iteration the 
corre£p<»)(lin9 basic soluticm will remain feasible* but if w > ^ , 
then the sufficient conaition that the r-th baaic aolution will 
recain feasible ia that 
ro 
rs 
«io" ^ ^ . 
or 
*» ro foi 
tot:til r^ B ... (2.3.10i 
u '» o 'OS
• rs 
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It la also «vld«it that the subproolem Is Infeasi&le 
cotrcspoDdinq to the node x. < LT* J 
If rr^j < V for*/'j£p ... (2.3.lU 
and that conresponding to the ncxSe x. > ^ ^ © ' ^ * ^^ 
^ i j - '^ for*/^jf P . . . (2.3.12i 
Again eorrespcmdlng to the no<3e x. < LAO' * ^"P?®** 
neither of the conditions ( 2 , 3 . H i and (2«3«8> hold good* 
then after the addition of the constraint x^ <^  t ' \ tJ * *** 
pivot operation c«tfmot bring f e a s i b i l i t y to the so lut ion, further 
dual siHiplex i t e r a t i ^ i s are necessary* %rtiich means that the 
value o£ the c^jective functicMi may decrease beyond F. . 
•similar s i tuation way be ^[>eerved for the node x^ > <J^^ • 
H<mce th«» valid lo^er bound on the decreaae in 'i i s 
jivim by 
¥ ^
 • roin ^ ^i • ^1 I • . . • (2.3.13) 
In case of lLP*a two other bounds also appear. The 
first comes into the picture owinc; to tdie fact that some non-
basic variola tRUSt increase at least to the value 1. 
Thus p» min 'i^. ... (2.3,14; 
is also a valid lower bound. 
( 4fi ) 
Xhtt l a s t lower botmd i» derived trom th« Goroory cut 
(1960^ toy 
^ 9i< *4 * «^#> • wh«r« 9^4 i» the c*omory ccmstant. 
H^kce* the f i r s t dual sintplex pivot would yield a decrease in 
^ of 
^io ^ o j 
i^ - min ™ « — . . . . ( 2 . 3 . i s ; 
if'inally* « low«r bound ip«nalty> on th« d&crease in z i s 
P* • iaaac J^  P, max f max (P^ ,^ ? p j j .** ( 2 , 3 , 16i 
^''io'^ 
Th« penalty calculation U*3«lSi is useful for the 
e£fici«nt application) of the technique, I'he most inr<pc)rtant cxne 
is to revise the upper i?ouni 2^ at node ^ / ^ %'*^ ^ * ^ ^ ' 
oiay result in ija»ediate cancel?.atie«i of the nole» othartviae 
it can b« utilised to ^ulde the partitioning rule (»ub-»ection 
4^ .3 ,3^, 
The shortcomings of the utility of penalties OWP to aual 
degeneracy in many MlJut'*s, For such problems penalties will 
generally be sero «uad therefore becomes tiseleas, <^other 
denerit is ths>t they provide information cmly about the next 
simplex iteration in the absence of th.^  <30Rditions prescribed 
by U,3.e^ or <^.3.10i. 
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i.3.3 i^artltlooln^; 
The most scientific mesena for separating « problem into 
aub^probleros is to introduce a set o£ mutually exclossive 
ccmstraints cm one of the integer variables vihich is fractional 
in the current solution is known as the partioning of the 
probleoi, ouppose the relaxed LP eolation at node r has a 
Xo ^"^^ '^k ' »^^^ ^^'^ko - K o l * 'ko ' ^  * ^ ko ^ ^  • 
Ihe relaxation rule originally proposed by Land «nd Doig (I960; 
was to separate a into the sets 
^^ n f X I x^ • 0,1,..., \3^ I ... (2.3,17i 
where U^^ is an v^^erbound cm x^^ . Clearly (2.3.17^ presents 
a set of mutually exclussive but ncm-exhaustive partitic»i of s^ 
by discarding the region associated with the fracticmal values 
of x^ . 
Later Pakin (196Sj proposed a simplified «:id dichotomic 
partition rule for the su^problems at the nade. As per this rule 
the fMMibl^rrtt^ion is divided into two mutually exclusive but 
ncmexhaustive sub*regions where the region correspcmding to the 
value L^J * ''x * ^'^c^ ^ ^k ^* discarded. "Wie partition 
can hQ shown ^s 
-r ^  ^ XK I ^ k i KcJ ' 
and ^^ n r x,^  j x^ i <(^ I ... (2.3,18) 
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H«nce nod« r is llatol« for giving only two nod«s« cnne of which 
may give a feasible solution. In most of the integer problems 
tne separation rule (2.3.ISi is adopted due to the elimination 
o£ the number of no<3es compared to rule (2*3 .IT; • But in the 
problems of binary inter vari^le* these two rules have no 
practical difference. 
The penalties derived in (<i(«3.16> may be applied to lirrit 
the developd^ent of branches of a node. For example* if for some 
I • (z^^y^) > S # where Pj[ exists ((2.3.ia> does not hold> and 
t'^ -*V; j^  '£ ((;^ «3.11/ does not hold;* then the branch corresponding 
to the ccMistraint x^ ^ l \ ^ ^* automatically dropped from the 
enumeration tree. Thus the process of enumeration is minimized. 
Furthermore* if such conditions hold for more than one variable 
then these can simultaneously be forced in their appropriate 
directions without increase in the size of the tree. 
RiK:«nt advances in the process of partiticming as per the 
works by Ibeuraki U976i include an allowance function &(z; > 0 
with the curr«mt best lower botund in the fathoming test i.e.« 
the downward branch of the node r correspcmding to x.(x. < 
[T^Ji is discarded if 
^r " ^i - 2 • c.(2> ... (k.3.l9i 
and similarly the upwarcS branch corresponding to x. ix. > 
^l^ i is discarded if 
U 
\ - ^i i i • 6 (2.i . ... (a.3,2c; 
( 49 ) 
The allov/ance £\mcti<m ^4E> satisfies the following conditions : 
ti> Ci'lJ i ^ for 2e £ 
(ii> .^ ^ z^ •> Zj -€(sij> 5 x^ "^^^2^ for Zj^,^^^ ' ' 
where it is the a«t of re«l numbers* 
I£ Increase in the tree size is necessary, the next 
important iss\» is the choice of the appropriate Integer cons-
trained vari&ble (foxinl in fraction^ for partitioning as per 
(2.3.IS^. the recotrsinende:! action at this crucial stage of 
decision can be the applicati<Mi of the pimalties, but the 
report of ^orrest et al (1974> as per their experience goes 
against this n.ove. The use of 'priorities* ana qfuasi-integer 
variables will be discussed here while in the sub-section 2,3.5 
the concept of 'paeudo costs* will be dealt with. 
Th© ordering of the choice of the partitioning variables 
with higher priority constitutes priority structure. Diffaremt 
methods ar^ available for such ordering. A particular problem 
may exhibit the Importance of a certain variable in cemparlscm 
with others in such a manner that if the variable assumes 
integral value, others wiltt autoniatically be integers, t^ uch a 
situation qualifies branching first on the high priority variables 
In the absence of prior infom^ation, priorities can be 
set by ordering the variables by cost, or possibly by use of the 
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downward and upward *psaudo costa* of x. , yc^ and FC( 
which are definad in T 2*3«S, Banichou at al (I971i prescribe 
the following rul« to partition a variable* 
Hax [ Bftin r f-cj t^^ , PC^ L^ i - f ^ ^ i i j • ... (2.3,21j 
ihe quantity win t PC^ f^^ , P€^ (1 - fj^ >^ I is an 
eatimate o£ t ^ ainiraum decrease in z over the successor no<^ ie9 
and equals h'^ , it the conditions (2,3.Oi and (2»3«9i are 
satisfied. Clearly, this rtile based on the hope of creating 
ti«o nodes which caffi both be fathered. 
Quasi-integer Variotoles: 
MVM>4^ wMiMewOT4a> Mfr MMJ^4M^^toeeaM4H>>aiaea'aiveiMa[MMtfe 
Most computers mttintain a tolerance t such that a 
variable x. is considered quasi-integer if win ^'lo'^'^io^ ^ ^ 
where t is generally very small. On the other han<l some 
other canpttter cods allow a specification of a number t* 
(close to ;»jity; such that if wax f f,^, ^"^io* * ** ' *^*^ 
x^ is called a quasi^integer• &U(^ « variables way be con&i-lered 
cc«aputatlonally less important than others frcei the branching 
point of view, irhe reascm being that quasi-integer variables 
will becwne integer valued in the process, 
Finil^enegg: 
The question, v^ether a branch*>^d*bound algorithm for 
KILF*s based on (2.3.1> is finite, can in general be answered 
( 51 ; 
ID aflicRidtive, For a finite optimal .oolatiofi of the problem* 
the upper bound for «very variabl« exists. The total number of 
feasible valu#fi for the ¥ariable x. , for all j£ I is then 
bounded above by U(Ii • fj (1 • U-^  . oinc«, all possible 
feasible values for x^ ia the set ^ 0,1«2»...# U. | , for j£I 
ihfe forthcocait^  tree structure is nothing but the successive 
partiti<M)ing of th«£ set for each x. , j£I , it follows that 
th« algoritlsn cannot examine more than U(I^ elements from 
different x, c (0,1,^,..., U,I , J€I . Therefor©, it is 
established that UU> a finite integer, being the upper boxmdl 
on the number of possible nodes of the algorithir. proves the 
algorithRi to be finite. 
To repcesent tree representations of the enumeration 
process described in * d,^ " 2*3,1, yn consider the following 
pr<N»lem due to nolsey« L,A. (19dl^ I 
max 6x, + 4X5 ••• Hxj + 7x^ « 
sutojectt .^to 
dx^ * «x^ • 12xj + 2x^ < 17 . 
4ac, • Ix . • 3x« • 3x. * * » 
Xj^  , x^ # Xj , x^ > 0 and inteijer. 
The number of nodes stands for f^e serial order in which 
they appear in the process of calculation. Excluding the LP 
relaxation of the main preplan* a total of 14 subproblems xmder 
N 
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dlff«r«at •dditiooaX eon»tr«inta li«v« bo«n soiirttd^  Th« first 
integer solution sppttarvd st nodki 5 and the SSCOIKI integer 
soiuticm eppeered et node 12* The optinal solution appeared 
at node 14. The nodes bearing Hoe. 6« 7» 6, and 13 are in-
feasible • Node 11 is fathoiBed since its optimal solution is 
11,33, %^lch does not pmisess the capacity of giving a better 
integer solution thMi already obtained at node S. The number 
that appears to the right of each node represent the value of 
the objectiire f^ Mietioa i*e» f^t when it is feasible otherwise 
**Inf'* and that to the left of each node st«iid for tlie degree 
of infeasibility dCki » T ininff.^ « (l-f«^i| which is the 
iCi *® *° 
sun of th«r infeasibilities of the fractional varisbles in I « 
(otherwise **Xnt'* for integer soluticns). The nuniiber under-
neath each node end those on its dese«Qdent branches specify the 
partioning varii^l« and the limits of it.' respectively. Fathomed 
nodes are underlinad. 
For example ?4ode 9 has I^ • 14.60* d(9> • 0*20 and 
the active constraints »g > I 0 X|^  < 0 In additicm to tho 
original c<»>strainta of the main problem* 
the tree of figure 2*2 show^ the summary of the process 
of enumeration* Another represwitation of the same tree;* 
porpoeed by i-'orrest, et aft (1974i is given in Figure 2.3« The 
latter tree is a graphical repres«itation tnd better infoxms" 
tive* The deep smooth line shows the path to the optimal 
solution; the deep dashed line shows the path to the first 
^ ' a C^at3 
«**r?*> '^*^*»i 
<^<f*W<t, 
x^xi^y 
P'^^tA'T^ Kf*H 
'^» ' * <'^B#) 
( «i3 } 
optiirsal solution; the light smooth line to other integer solution 
an i the light dashed line to other nonintetier node which Ir 
tathoroed, 11 tries© tour types of lines are n^ iturally orl'^ jinated 
fror the Uode C, Ine infeasible nodes hav« no existence in this 
figure. 
tseudo posts or ahadow prices are often found to be more 
important pararristers rather than original costs in connection 
with the relative importance of the intei9«r constralnea variable 
found in fractions to a&sume inteqer values. The procedure «id 
the cc»cept of consideration resembles to those of the -^ enaltlen 
Introauced in / i,3.i. The difference oetween these two proce-
dures is that the latter gives immediate information upto the 
next siiDplex Iteration whereas the former takes the future 
iterations, into conslJeration upto the stage when the variable 
already assumes Integral value, 4s stated earlier the two 
procedures* give the similar information for those oarticilar 
typo^ of probl«T! where the conditions {2,3,B) and (2,3,9i are 
i^atisfied. Pseudo costs are also not based an local Information, 
rhe assumption, though not th«orltically Justified yet# that the 
effect on the rtijective function associated with cnanginq a 
variable in a particular direction remains constant throughout 
the tree, in made. It has bo«ri discovered esfiplricaliy to be 
the rule rather than the exception. 
< 54 i 
U D 
i.«t yC. and iC. b« t h e upward Bwi iownward peeu'lo 
c o s t * o f K i • Xhes@ va lues ar« no t u s u a l l y ?cnown a t the 
b«iginnlog o£ the enuroer«tion p r o c e s s , they can b« es t imates! 
fey t h e o r i g i n a l c o » t s . J a u t h i e r an^ S M b i e r e (1977) er-tlrn^tea 
then oy p«rforniing srr»,aH •experiments* U i l o t s r o i e l ) , These 
e s t i m a t e s can be otodif ieJ a t every I n t e g r a l s o l u t i o n of a 
v a r i a b l e . 
The formula used by Gau th le r and R i b i e r e (1977i for t h e 
c a l c u l a t i o n of IC? and v<.. i s b e t t e r unders tood through 
F igure ^ . 4 . Let node r be par t i t ionerd m per x, « i € X and 
n o t e t h a t a t node r t l and r*2 , x^ w i l l aatxBwe l n t « g r a l 
va lue s • JUet 
\ " "^r*! 
PC. • 
f i o 
and 
KrJL 
PC. 
^ - ^ i o 
• • • (2«3.22i 
Obviously PC. and fc'Ct' a r e bo th p o s i t i v e , A bound on t h e 
o b j e c t i v e solvation t>f t h e b e s t deseendent of node r can be 
e s t i m a t e d tttssd ( i . 3 , i t i i 4 which i s 
*r * \ " ^ *^ '^ ** ^ ^*-l *^io^* *''^i ^^ ' - ^ l o ' ^ • •*• ^^'^.^Sv 16 X 
The exprei^sion U . 3 . 2 3 > i s independent of t h e v a r i a b l e s x. and 
( 55 ; 
their corr-as..aiding penalties. It can be usei in the branching 
proceejs, as will be shown in the coining section, 
^•3,6 i^ ranchingt 
Branching may also b« known as the oroper decision for 
tc 
furthctr progress. On© will havtty;consider the following points 
at evary stage Z 
a> the solution of the relaxed LP; 
b> thfc calculation of penalties/ 
cy the selection of a node r and partitioning of f» ,' 
(ij the attempt of achieving a better lower bound 
( >i,3,7j 
-.t wy stage of the enumeration process; the set of nodes 
vvhlch are candidates for the operations (a-c> above are generally 
known as dan.ling (or livings nodes. These nodes are neither 
partitioned nor fathomed, Ihe process of enw«eratlon tenrinaten 
whun the set of danglincj nodes is void, 
lh*2 choice of tho proper node for further branching «id 
investiqatiCMi, known as node selection rules are leps standard 
than partitioning rules. Some such rules are discussed in this 
section. The basic reai^ on behind these rules Is to solve the 
entire probl€sn In the least possible tifpe and amovmt of a^mpM-
tation. 
wne of such rules is to investicate that node which has 
( 5« } 
greatest upper bound among all the Wangling nodes. This rule 
2jjpears to be logical for minimising the size of the enumeration 
tr&o. This rule is kno«,n as 'branch to the gr atest upper oound* 
^^Jui, Ihe BUB rule has the disadvantages o£ fluctuating between 
difterent branches and nodes of the tree. Data presetting 
various nodes including the inverse of the current basis may 
have to be shiftea frOTi internal to externfll romput*»r storage, 
another difficulty is that there is no syst^natic ani cc«tinuous 
&e.-srch of the optimal £3olutlcMi, Therefore, termination short of 
optimslity because of time limltt^ tions may «nd before the attain-
ment ot opLlwi-Hl solution an the fathomlrg test (*.3,2^  may not 
be pov#er£ul in the early stages of enumeration. 
The rule which attempts to overcome these disadvantages 
is the LlFCi (last-in, first out^ rule which specifies the frost 
recently create<^ ) danjling node with the largest subproblen 
bolution for further branching. The application of this rule, 
originally conceived by Little et al (1963^, to the br«nch-and-
oounU algorit^ Mn was made by Spielberg (19*^ 8;, The LIFQ stra^ -egy 
wlitr.inates s.om*? of the storage problems and also attemots to 
fini a fe'islble solution quickly, Cn the other hanJ, it may 
discover a number of inferior PClutions vhich rouli otherwise 
have been iathcantfd by a BUB strategy, 
A rtsa&onaole coB*proRilse may be some mix of the two 
»trategia;j, ihet is Live shojld be used initially to try to 
yet a yooo f^ oSl£>le solution and latter should be sititched 
( 57 ; 
over to dUjt3 to try to get the tree small. 
According to roralin il9Tdi the rule which has a great 
appeal is to always use I«IFO in the event that a node has <»ily 
one successor in the light o£ penalties calculations <2.3.16i. 
;^imilarly we can deduce corresponding rules based on the 
ostimates ikm^mdk} rather ^ a n on bounds, Oauthler and Kibiere 
(1977> claim that the quantity B is in general a {X>werful 
indicator o£ the potential value of node r than is Z . 
Hence* branching rules based txx {^m^,2^i raUi«r than <X) f 
way be preferred, 
/.orrest, iUrst and loitilin (1974J prescribe a modification 
of the sartje idea callei the *best projection method* Which is 
bastid on the tree of figure 2,3, uuppose the optimal 7 is 
known in advance, in i-igure i,3 this is the point (d,Z*>«»<0,14j» 
then draw a line L between this point and the point (d(Cj,l^>, 
The empirical observation is that the (deep smooth line> optimal 
p.3th gtnerally parses through those points, closed to the I , 
ihe strategy is to project point '^^ (r*' ^^ ^ cwi to L by 
defining 
'^r " \ " ^ ""* ^ ^(r/ * ••• <2,3.24i 
The noje that has the maximisri r is the candidate for further 
branching, 
ihis approach has a great drawback of utilising Z* , 
( 58 i 
which la seldcw. known In advance. The strategy use-! by "orrest 
et al U974i Is to estimate Z* through the solution of a 
'piiot' moJel i.e. a small experiment. 
*,3,7 Fathoming (LoworBovinding/; 
AS discussed In ^2.3 fathoming of node r occurs *hen 
either 7. < /,• , where Z Is the value of the current b' st 
solution to the KILP or I • * , If by any means we obt.iln a 
J which is clos« to "!* , then the fathoming test will be* a 
very povvorful device to cut short the size of the enuraeratlcm 
tree. 
i^ lfferent approaches are in force to achieve a good lower, 
bounj on i.'* , In some caaes, though very few, a good feasible 
solution is knowi in advamice. In situations (*here the "ILP la 
a criociel of a syatcm wi-;ich is currently operating and improvements 
or niodlflcatlon& are desired, such a good feasible solution is 
likely to be kno«m a*prlorl, 
The tree search enumeration process gives sorne fnslble 
solutions. Ihe value of the feasible solution which Is qreater 
than *j sujidenly replaces J^  , Hence, those nodes which have 
a high probability of containing feasible solutions woul: be a 
goaJ candidate Cor early investlgatlor., The problem of leterrl-
nin^ this probability is an iaiportant task to be Investigated. 
Ihe use of heuristic analysis frorr. different points of 
( S9 t 
view and for dlverg^st situations is alao a subject to rsc^it 
researches towaros the tearch of a gooi feasible solution in 
-•f . This technique is based an the philosophy, *pay cme ruppe, 
you may win ten lakhs*. Hiller tl969> presented a good heuristic 
approach. A».ong others Muller-Merbach (iy7C> and -enju and 
loyada U968ji also grave similar procedures. F.oat heuristics, 
tnovfc froro cme feasible solution to a better one, \t. each 
Iteraticm some neighbourhood of the current solution is S'^ arched 
for an improving solution. If one such is obtained, the local 
t-rmximxei! is terminated. At the attairor^ ent of the local fnaKlmum, 
th , methodology directs to search at another point or enl^ arge 
the neighbourhood of the local niaximum. For a speedy heuristic 
the neighbourhood should be easy to search. For ex«iiple, for 
soTRfe ''e'^ 's^ ^^  "flllx^wx*, JiKaJ might be a convenient 
nei<?hbourhood of a point x . An in^ proving point in g^,^ '^ can 
easily be found if cme exists. 
uirect search huristics are grcately aided by «tartina 
at a good feasible point. Xn this appro«;h, Hiller (i9«9^ 
proposed to find a f^^sible point close to JC . Heuristics 
m«y be used In a branch and bound process at node zero in order 
to obtain a good initial lower bound. They mny also be used In 
th<4 txee. It may bfj helpful to find out a good feasible solution 
at a noiie «t hiyhet 2 or E_ aaid a sufficiently constrained 
feasible region. 
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CHAPTER H I 
3,1 I S I S i ^ y ^ ^ ' 
This chapter is devoted to the discussion on th€t existing 
niethods of solution to the nonlinear integer programs (KLIFj, 
::*ince th€; term 'm^linear* includes a wide varieties of probltatts. 
There is no comprehensive conceptual or theoritical fradtevnsrk 
to classify the various methods and approaches to MLXP, Recently 
some methods o£ solution to certain types of HL^ tlf prc^lems 
have been found for exa!r<pl«t polynomial functions* se;^ arable 
functions, convex and concave quadratic fxa>ctions# specialised 
nonlinear forms of traveling salesman problem, fixed charge 
probl«nr«, knap^ a^ck problem etc. Different techniqfues such as 
partial enumeration, penalty approach, branch and bound, dynamic 
programodng, linearl:iation etc. have been applied to different 
forms of the probl«Brt. Here we shall discuss specially struc-
turtid probl«tm8 of polynomial a|>proximate approach and serar^ ible 
programaning pri^lemi. The techniques of partial enumeration, 
pcmalty function and branch and bound will also be presented. 
Many »LP problems are found in polynomial forms of 
c^Jective and ccxistraint ttmctions. 6uch problems are kno%m 
as polynomial programming {PPi preplans. PP probl^ns include 
( 68 i 
< 69 i 
the prot>lems of UP, both eoncsvii and convex quadratic programs 
i.mi)» some of the separable programs {6Pi e t c . Here we shall 
discuss the methods of solution o£ discrete FP problems by 
l inearis ing thfan into binary variables . Watter^' (19fi7j 
transformation plays an importatfit role in th i s process. 
/%n integer polynonial progrwr^ing probl<»n i s f i r s t 
reductid to a binary polynomial programming problsfn by the 
tranafojratation I 
0^-1 
J k r 
X. • T 2 y. . , , , , ( 3 , 2 , l i 
where a. is the ^lallest possible integer that satisfies the 
inequality 
U. • 1 ^ 2 , 
each variable Xj is bounded above by U. and y^ .^ are 
binary (2ero«one> variables. Such a tr4»sformation replaces 
every x. by a^  ( or« [log^ tl|j * I i nuBfA^ er of binary 
variables sn<i relaxes the upper botmd U. to 2^  •* I . Hence, 
the new binary polynomial problem treats y).4*® ^^ ^ ts 
decision variables. 
The nonlinearities can be removed by the transformation 
where TT y is a typical cross product term along with the 
(kj^it ^^ 
( 70 ) 
follovi^lng consturaints 
r y,.. - y^ < T - 1 . . . (3.2.2> 
ikj>et *^ ^ 
y^ » O or 1 for all t , 
inhere T denotes th« number of variables in t . 
It may b« noted that If all the variables yj^. In y^ 
assume a valu« o£ 1 each« the constraint (3.i^ .2> forces y 
to assume a value i, -similarly if any one of yj^ . In y. takes 
a value zero* then the conatraint O.^.Si forces y. to take a 
value zero, ihus the problem is reduced to a LBP problem t^ hlch 
can be solved by using the algoritlvp presented in Chapter IV. 
Here we like to n^ention that the new LBP probl<»R is 
formulated at a sigyiifleant cost. Aa pointed out earlier* «i 
integer variable x. with a givwi upper bound U. is replaced 
Dy fj set of new e^ |^3*>9j '''ij ^ ^^ binary variables, fcvery 
yi, will give ^C^ ^  •'Cj • ... + •'C . - a-* - (o^ + l> ; 
(&. < r> nuenber of cross product binary variables and every 
3uch binary vari^le will give two constraints ((3.a.2j and 
i3.*,3>>, 
uonisider the following convex qua^lratlc integer oroc?r«Rni-
ing problem I 
( 71 ; 
minimis* :£ • 2x^ • ^^l^g * ^*2 " *^1 "" "^^^ 
s u b j e c t t o 4tXj • X^ < 8 V . , ( 3 . 2 , 4 > 
*i • ^2 - ^ ^"^^ Integet 
vne see froir. the constraint that U^  • 4 an*!! U^  • 9 , 
hence a. • 3 ana a. • 4 , iieire x^ and x. wi l l be replaced 
2 
toy 3 and 4 binary varieties respectively• \qain« x^ and 
X* will give rise to 3 and 6 cross product binary variables 
respectively and x.x^ will give (3 x 4i « 12 cross proriuct 
bin<jry variables. All these binary variables are distinct and 
d& in number. Therefore, we shall have <l-*'2'(3+'>*12i> •• 43 
constraints• 
i'Urther researches by Glover and Hoolsey tl975> lead to 
a rnort^ cooiprehensive procedure for such reduction. They first 
converted the ik integer problem into a binary PP problem using 
the transfoneaticm (3.^.1>« a^ changed the powers of the bln>ry 
variables into unity. Then the cross product terms were h^idled 
•irith the CCNDS traints 
y,jj i y^ for all tKjic t •-. (3,2.5^ 
in place of (3.4C.3;. 
Hctnce the number of constraints is increased drastically. 
For example, the protolere (3.2.4i ccxitaints (43'-2l4-42i » 64 
constraints because, each y^ which is a cross product term 
of two binary variables, gives two constraints of the form 
( 7a ) 
(3,2.5>. Homwr, th« r«al adv«nt«9« is that th« net* v«ridE>l« 
y can simply torn treated «3 a continuous variablo. Th* <xina» 
traints <3.^ .<£^  4Ci<S (3.2»$i v#ouId guaranttaw that y^ , although 
treated as a continuous •ariabla would cmly •ssums valuas 0 or 1. 
H^ica th« rsducti<»i procsdura of Glovsr «id woolsay change the 
problem (3.4ii»4> into a linaar mixed binary programning problem 
in 7 binary variables itfsd 21 continuous variables (each of %^ieh 
will also asaume a vlue 0 or IJ with 64 constraints. They have 
CurttMir sho«m that it is p<Hisible to give each new variable the 
status o£ a continuous variadaltt in a much more «c<Mtomical fashion 
as stated below. 
Let all the cross product terms TT Yy. , that contains 
a particular variable yj^ . forms a set whose set of indices is 
ii^. , and let n^^ represent the nundMir of elements in ^u^ • 
Then* for each (Hji that appears in sooie set *t' of indices we 
can replace (3*2.3i by 
where* y^ is a ecmtinuous vari^le. 
The ccmfttraint (3,2.6J takes care of all those cross 
product terms n^ich haiv index kj as c«ie of its subskripts 
when TT y is replaced by the new continuous variable y . 
For example, the problem (3•2.4; has the following 
transformaticm Z 
*1 - ^01 * ^ni ^ ^^21 
and x^ • y^^ • 2y^^ • ^r^g * ^^z 
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:'iiippos« wo ecMiflidttr the cross product terns nbtslnsd 
from Xjx^ thos s are y^^yQ^ » ^^1^^ ' ^01^22 ' ^01^32 ' 
and y-j^y^^ • ^^ *^* constant c o s f f l c i s n t s are not c o n s i d e r s d i . 
Ther«i£or«« ^^^ « fOl 02 • o l 12, o l 22« 01 32J , 
.^^ • f 11 02, 11 12, 11 24, 11 32 ) , 
^^^ - f 01 22, 11 24, 41 22 1 , S^j - r 01 32, 11 32, 21 32 1 , 
"^l * * • **ll • * • "^il * * • '*G2 • ^ * ^\^ • 3 , 0^2 " 3 , 
«nd n.^ •» 3 . The cons tra in t (3«2»6> assiim«s tha fol lowing 
form I 
*%1 - ^01'^02 ^ 5r^l*^12 ^ ^01*5^22 * ^01-^32 
3^32 i ^01-^32 * ^11-^32 * ^21-^32 ' 
Claarly this transfonnation reduces the nunber of 
constraints of the problem • The nuNMr of all ponaible cons-
traints in this tr«asformation will not exceed the s^um o£ 
number of c«Mitraints in the original prctolem plus number of 
cross product terms givasi by (3.2«2i plus the number of binary 
variables obtained fron the tr^^asfonaation (3«2«ly. Hotice, 
the number of constraints in the problem (3,2.4i reduces to 
41'»-^ 1*7> • *9, The number of binary variables is (4*3; • 7 
and that of continuous variables is 21, each of which takes 
the value either zero or one* 
The linearisation technique proposed by wattere and 
Glover have been applied by McBride and Yorlmark (1978^ on a 
< 74 ) 
nuRiiCMBr of te^t problems. They remark that» such transformationa 
do not provide computational advantages, even though the slae of 
the pzooleiR becomes small. 
fm ULV probl«» is sal'I to be a separable programning U^li 
problerR if all its tiJBictions can be separated* each with a single 
variable. /. simple case of the separable integer progr«nming 
problOR has been considered by Fox (19'^ 6> of the followli^ form ; 
n 
ntaxintise z » r £. (x. / « f(xi 
i«l * * 
n 
subject to gix/ • T g.ix.> s b 
i-l * ^ "* 
whare g , t > - > u , X. >v. and integer* i • l#.,.,n 
It is aasucrted that all the fmcticnas f^^ (i » l*..«n> are 
concave, and strictly increasing. This may be applied to the 
problem oi allocating resources or a quadratic knapsack 
problem. 
Ihe approach giv«an by Fox is iinique in character* which 
deal£i with the ratio of the first difference of the objective 
function to that of the constraint f«&ction of each variable 
with the interval of differencing being tanlty. He has consi-
dered both the types of pr(Alea)s whnre the resource constraint 
is either linear or nonlinear, the algorithm is sunvnerlsed 
in the following steps I 
{ 75 ) 
kli >>t«rt witl) an Init ial soltttlon x^ « o, l» l« , . ,n 
(gt aet k « 1 . 
^f^ (xj"^> 
(3> Caleulat« th« ratio — — . — — » for l*l«««**n . 
^ icK the index i tor which th« ratio is fliaxinum^ 
let it be J . 
(4i oet x^ - 7^"^ •*- 1 . J J 
(5/ 1£ x? is found to b« an ace«ptablft solution (usin<| a 
prisdetermined stopping crit9ricm>» tecminat«. otherwise 
iiet K « K^lt and go to step (3K 
In step (3^; Af(xJ"^i - f(xj*^ • 1> - f(xj"^j and 
if the resource constraint is linear, then 
Ag^(xJ"^> » g^ otherwise AgjL<xJ'^> • g^(xj*^*l^- g^ txjj^ "^ -'. 
In step (5># a number of stopping rules have been 
suggested. One can stop at x^  if T g<(x.> > b (i,e,< all 
sources have been exhausted^ or if the vsliie of the objective 
function £(x > has exceede<3 a preassigned value. 
0 1 2 It has been shown that the soluticms x « )| # x « •«. 
generated by this schone form a sequence of undominated solutions, 
provided that the constraint functions 9^^^^^ «i^ ® c<»ivex Mid 
strictly increasing. This condition is required for the case 
when the constraints ax« nonlineer. 
Another important technique that is used for solving 
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ncmllnear SP probl«ms is the linearisaticm of tho ncmllnear 
Cuncticms by piecewise lin«ar approximations* It may be recalled 
that the objective function and constraints can be decomposed 
as sums of sinyle vari^le £uncti«is« Each of these functions 
can be approxittiated using the following linearisation tecHinique: 
Let tixj be a typical functiof) of a single variable 
X over a finite interval C^#b}. Me now arbitrarily chose 
9O0»« points a " X < . X j ^ X 2 < ' » » » < x ^ « b in Dafbl, Join 
the points ii«4.i# ^^^i«l^ '^^ ^\ » *5tx.i> for i«l«,,«* 
n-'l* n. By this we have foxmed an approxinsating functicMi #(x; 
which is a piecewise linear ftinction, which can be written as I 
n 
*(x> • r A. f-(x. > 
i«l * * * 
n 
where (ii T A, x, • x 
i«l ^ * 
n 
(ii> T A. • 1, A. > O , i*l,,,,, n«l, n , 
1«1 * * * 
and no two A. Bte positive unless they are adjacent. 
Hecently R.K, Meyer (1977> used the above method for the 
solution of a very special class of nonlinear integer progranM. 
His probletf was coeiposed of a separable c^jective fwiction «nd 
linear constraints* These types of probl^ nns appear at the 
logistic and personal assignm«»it situaticms. The problem may 
be stated as I 
n 
minijniae z « T f. (x. > 
i«l * * 
subject to ^ 2 * ^ 
A < X ^ B 
1 
• .. (3.3.1i 
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wh«r« ^ •* lX|,^  y^^* •••tx^if A « (BJ^ * Bgt,,,,^^) and 
B • (b^, b^# •».#!>„> £ K" and x^ la a nonnegative 
lnt«g«r for i » !#«.•« n • 
It la further assumed that C is a totally imimodular 
matrix and tha vector s| is an integral vector. M l the 
functions ^i^^x^ ^^® assume J to he convex on Z&i* ^^2 • 
Let #. be the cc»)tinuous pieceMlse linear approximation 
of ^i^J*i^ defined on Caj^ , b ^ , that coincides with j^^ 5^<j^ > 
at the integer points in fa^* b^l and is linear between each 
pair ot adjacent integers in this interval. It can be easily 
proved tJriat the resulting f^^ is also convex. Now consider 
the prc^lem I 
minimias.e Z » %' i.ix.i 
s^sbject to %: X » d 
A <. X * 8 
. . . (3 .3 .2^ 
where ^ * j^ • ^ € ^ atfid X|^  are nonnegative integers . 
iiince Z of (3,3,1> and C3.3«4i coincide oi>#r their 
conriirion £easible sets (the se t ^* integers^* these tvm probletna 
give equivalent integer so lut ions . 
Let £.| d«ciote the se t of integers in £a<, ^^» Then 
#^lx.> has the following foms J 
tj^ (xj^ > • min r H^. ^i^^^5[K^^^i5T5J^*^C3»3.3> 
i IB i 
J H '^ 
U i i / A.- > C/ for 1 £U«k, . . . , n ) and j £ i:^ ^ 
no t%#o A. . are pos i t ive unless they ar« adjacent , subs t i tu t ing 
each Si^j^-* in (3,3,a^ by the form (3 .3 .3^ , (3 ,3 ,2 i can be 
repre8«»t«d as t 
n 
rr.inimize T T *\i ^i^U . . • (3 .3 .4 / 
i « l J€£ j *•' * 
subject t o C g » d « x * 9 ®n<5 in teger • 
r j ''*< « X, for i f l , * , , , , , n | , 
f A. - » l f o r i ll»d, ,m,*tl] t 
A^j > ^ , 
and no two K.. are positive unless they are adjaccmt (for 
i " 1« mm»»nt , 
Ihm repre»«ntation (3«3«4> i» a piecewiee l inea r approxi-
mation to the s e p a r ^ l e in teger prognssning problem C3.3.1 >, 
Again, the formulatiCMi (3.3«4> i s a mixed in teger l inea r pro-
<gfraw\. 7her«$£ore« i t i s shown t h a t a given nonlinear in teger 
progrant of the type (3 .3 .1^ can be made equivalent to a mixed 
in teger l i n e a r program. 
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The int#>?i®r requirements on the vector x in (3,3»4i may 
now b© removed and t>ence» the problem reduces to a ccntlnuous 
linear pro^ rair,, Keyor ha« proved that (A , x i« an optimal 
sulatlon to this linear program, will always result in a set of 
intogci eolations for the vector x . Thus (A , x ^ automati-
cally becomes an optimal solution to (3,3«4>, and hence to 
43,3,1^, Therefore, the original nonlinear integer program can 
be aolv&d by coQiputing the values of eac^ of f^  (x.> at the 
integer points in [a^ .b^ l^ and solving the linear progranro 
(3.3,4> trcflttovlng the integer requirements on x^; which will 
generate an optimal extreree point. 
Recently Eeev Cl^Sli hia given a marginal analysis 
approach to the problen* of integer resource allocation using 
the min*^ «iax criterion to a strictly quasiconvex separable 
timet i<m« 
C(»iaider a certain class of integer problems 
I " 
min fieax 4^^ '<^ iM ^ x. « Df* x. > 0 integers, i«l,..,nl. 
X 1 vi<n * * 'i»l * ^ ' 
• • • \ j 0j 0 j f 
where u is a positive integer. Again the function f(x> cf 
an integer argument x is strictly quasiconvex satisfying the 
property I 
£(xi <. max f f(ai , tihi ) .., (3,3,Pi 
for a l l integers x , a , b sat is fy ing a « x ^ t: . Let 
•vy ix> <• max f. tx, > . , , . (3 ,3 ,7i 
1 <i<n * * 
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th« following tli«Mi>r<ni 1« ii«e«ai««ry to d«rive an algorithm 
for aolvin9 (9*3«^^« Th« furoof of the th«or«R may 1>« «4H»I in 
th« ojriginal publicaticHn • 
ll2S9£SS* ^ ^ S* * (x|#.»««x^; 80lv« (3,3 ,Si and l e t x^ be 
defined toy tix*i » rodx f*tx?J , Th«i win max ff-(Kj4l i , 
^ ' i * * 1 iJ*n * ^ 
fj .U*-l>l > f y i x p i f x j > K.- . . . (3 .3 .8 i 
and miri max ?f„U^ - l i , f^(x*+l>l > f^U*J if x*,«.lfc. . . (3 .^ .9^ 
v|xJ>o ^ ^ '^ '^ ^ ^ ^ 
ccmveraelyii suppose ^* i» feas ible and f. for 
j • l « . . . » n sat i s fy (3.3,6^, then g* solves (3 ,3 .5 i i f x* 
s a t i s f i e s U,3.8^ and (3«3,9>. 
da, i;ind r from f.<x„> • max lAx.j 
1. -elect any feasible x » ixj^ , ».^, ,,»,x^f 
2b. if X • C » go to 4b, Otherwise go to 3. 
3. ChecH whether (3«3,ej holds for x. If yes, go to 4a * 
otherwise j^j^ iXy^  ^ «nax ^f.Cx.+ly, fj.(x -li « 
<nln max f f . l x . + i ;# f-.(x -1;J . tiet x.-f—x^-fl, 
1<S*JR • ' ^ ^ J l 
x,.<'—X - 1 and return t o 2n, 
4a, If x^ • « # X is optimal. Terminate, Otherwise go to 4b 
%b. Check v«hather (3,3,9^ holds for :^ , It yes, x is optlrTi«l. 
lerminate, Othersise ^^.^^^^^ > «ax^fy(Xy-lJ, f (x "t-lH 
in waxff^(Xy-l># fg.(Xy*lJK Set x^^^-x^-l, x^f^x^^^l m
V V 
and return to 2a, 
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BSSSCiHI* ^^^ cloarly* und«r this process (3«3,8; «nd (3.3,9i 
wlXl both hold after a finite nusnt>er of stei^, since, in both 
casea* nnax f.ix.i may only decrease. 
lU*n ^ * 
(ii^ if all the f|^ (.i are increasing (decreasing^ then 
steps 43*45 (ib*3i of the algorithm can be omittei. 
Uiii If all the fj^U^ U«l#,«.«n> are increasing (decreasinq^, 
then t3,3.9> (U.3,8i> holds trivially and (3.3,8> i{3,2,9)j is 
reduced to min i.ix\irlj » max f. (x7> 
l^j vn ^ •* ' Ija^n * * 
(min f„i»C-l>> wax f.ixTii. 
vlx*^u l«l^ 
3.4 PAHTIAL Usl»5ii.RATia» TECHWIaUE: 
Apart from converting polynomial functions into linear 
Cisnctions, attempts have been made to solve directly such 
problems. Lawler and Bell (1967; have proposed a method using 
partial «»3um@ration techniques. They considered a binary 
prc^ leiT: which can be put in the following form ; 
minimize f^^x^ 
subject to ^ii^5'"''i2'^S' - '-^  *• * 1#...#« • 
where 5 « (xj^ # x^«...« Xj^ ># x^ • O or 1 for J«»l»...#n . 
The function € « f.. * f.^ (i«l«...»m> are all assumed 
to be monotonic nondecreasing in each of the variables. 
It may be stated that (tfiy integer polynomial program can 
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b« expr«ssadi In the above foxn* If th« varl^lcts are not 
binary* then the traneforMation (3,2«1> will replace theis by 
t^ lnary variables. By rearrwngement of the terms of th@ 1-th 
constraint* we can forti: f.,{3(> as the s\m of posotlve terns 
and '"^12^*^ *** ^^^ ""^"^  ^^  negative terms, so that each of 
f..ixi wad f.Aji^J are monotonlc nondecreaslng• If the 
objective function f.^x^ Is not already nondecreaslng* It 
can be r^jplaced by the following • 
minimise £ 
sudaject to Z - f^^xi i ^ • 
>.lnce the decision variables are binary* a solution vector can 
coroprlse of one of all possible binary caRd>iiiatioas« which Is 
J^, The numerical value of a sting of binary numbers* n(}c> * 
which Isi given by I 
The examination procedure of all possible 2" binary 
vectors Is arranged In the numerical order In which the varl^les 
st«id* I»e« from (0*0* ••«*o,^  to (1*1* •••*!>« Lavler and Sell's 
algorithm* consisting of three ruled* avoids the enumeration of 
many of k solution,^hence simpliias the enumeration process. 
ohlle forming these rules* Lawler and Bell use the partial 
ordering* as per which x < X ^^ "^^  only if x^ ^ y* 
for J o l*«..*n • It may be noted that since f in monotonlc 
nondecreasing* x j^  ^  •> ^o^2^ - *o^^^ • 
( B2 i 
It i» r«narHablG to note that the vectors following an 
arbitrary vector x in the nonerical ordering would slther be 
graat«r than x or n<mcomparabl6 «rith x in the partial ordering, 
Let X* be the first noncomparable vector following x 
in the numerical ordering, then all vectors from x to x*-l 
are cortparable and moreover S*x*"l*«»»5 x*-l. Therefore 
£^(x; • *^ «^ '»Q * m<»iotonic nondecreaaing function, g will 
minimise t \xt in the domain of x and x*-l, !«;! that 
x"*-! will maximise f^^x^ in thia domain, 
H«v«, we discuss three rules for avoiding explicit 
enumeration, •tssome that x*^  minlmizea the objective function 
to date, anvi th« vector currently being investigfited is desit^ ned 
by X . Now the following rules ^re applied I 
Hule^i: If fgU^^ < folxi , skip to X* . 
Hule^ jt; if ^Q^^* * ^0^5^ * *"*^  - ®^ feasible, let 
x*^  « X , and skip to TC • 
Rule 3: If f^lx°^ > f„(x> , and f.,(x*-lj - f.,(xi <. : 
for any i , sicip to x* • 
Hence, it is sho%ai that the above algorithm in computable 
and could b^ usaful for solving nonlinear optUnlsatlon prc^ leins 
with tidious nonlinear objective functions ^nd constraints. 
-.1 though the number of constraints does not seetp to be parti-
cularly important, it is necessary that the number of 0-1 
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varltrialvA b« reason^yaly 5mttll sad therefore* this r^istrlcts 
the application of the above algorithm to rather small slae 
problems• 
hecently Qallo* u, et al (1960^ have given w-thods to 
the solution of binary quadratic Knapsack Problems throuqh an 
upper plane to the quadr.^tlc objective fudnction. 
Consider the problem Z 
T 
max imini ^ C x 
subject to S S 5 (>> b « •.«(3,4,1(3.4«2>^ 
9 5 2 5 e 
tjhere x are integer* C i© a ncmnegatlve sjwmetric matrix of 
order n # a is a positive n vector ««<2 b a pcaitlve c^. u-x 
, - ince X.'s are binary (x. • x^j linear terms in 
thi::; c^j€K:tive fwiction of (3,«.i; or 0,^.2i can be talken into 
account in the quadratic part* 
The algorithms developed in this work are based on bounds 
on the optimum value of i3.4«i;* cdDtained by linear relaxations 
in which the quadratic objective f (jjJ is replaced by an upper 
plane* i.e.* a linear function 3(3^ which dominates f(x/ in 
all feasible points. 
Let us denote by ^ • * ^ 2 £ * 2 5 5 5 S ^^^ 3 i 5 ^ ^ '**' 
>c are integers ) the feasible set of O.^.li. >^ii upper plane 
{Ut'j for the functicMTs f(x> « x C £ in X is «iy linear 
( 65 ) 
fttficticm gijti such t h a t glgv > ti^i f o r x > , Given an 
UF gix> for tCxi In , t h e cor responding l i n e a r r e l a x a -
t i o n o£ (3,4 .1> i s t h e l i n e a r knapsack problem 
m»x f gi^i f X 6 X } . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 3 i 
The so lu t i cm of ( 3 . 4 . J / g ives both t h e uppot anr? a lower 
bound cai t h e optimvEn va lue of ( 3 . ^ , 1 > , How, i f x* and jc a re 
op t imal aolut ionsi of C3«4,ly and ( 3 , % . 3 ; r e s p e c t i v e l y * we can 
s ta t t s fix> *> lix*J < gtj<> , 
« cheaper way of t j e t t ing bounds cofiSiists i n so lv ing t h e 
cont inuous knapsack p rob l«^ 
max t ^ ( x i 1 2 ^ ^ ) ' , . , 1 3 , 4 . 4 ; 
i>inc© the feasible region of the abo^ e^ probl<»a i® speci-
fied in aiB K-th diotentional epace Dounded by the hyper olanes 
x> •• v; , X, • 1 for i •» l#*ii»«n ^ d ax « b # any extrfflne 
point thet is an intersection of n of the above 2tvt-l plf^ nss 
mu&t have <at least n-l Joinary values, therefore, the optimal 
dtolution of (3.4,«i consists of (n*li binary values with the 
possible exception of a single component, .^ettin:.' this v-^ .riable 
down to zero, a binary feasible vector x ' is obtained and 
f (x^> is a lower bound for the quadratic optim\»n, an upper bound 
is given by the optimum value of (3,4,4>. 
( 8« ; 
Qgrly a tioiit__ of._ ^ PgfF . jf jf ??f • 
If t i is an upper bovmd o£ the 8«t f g^x j x ^ I , 
where c^ is the 1-th column of c # the ftmction T* 'f.^  x. Is 
n T 
obviously an UP for f(xi » T (g, %t x- in . , This is al»o 
. i--^  an upper bound for the set 'SiSli ^ » 
X. « 1 1 * since ^c.xi x. < f ^ x^ and tc.xiy. • *'*^* "• ^^  
w h e n X, <• iJ , 
Under the assumption that c-. > 0 for i and j , four 
choices for "l. «r«? given I 
^1 * ^ ^ ij ' ••• '''•**^ "' 
^J * '^  *il ' ••* ^^•^'^^ 
where T roesns t h a t the sun i s r^is t r ic ted t o the h la rges t 
i 
elements of the J - t h coluirtn of C , and h i s the {Raximunt 
number of <xies lo a feas ib le solut ion (whtMi the cocnponents 
a . ' s ot a are so arranged t h a t a, > a^ > , • • «> a # h i s 
the l a rges t number for which a^  ••- «_. , • • •• ^ *n-h*l - ^^ • 
£ j " max ! s , ii 1 x e . i . • . . (3,4,6^ 
Ihe order relationship between the four upper botuid is 
that 
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0 i]itii't] it} 
where >'*' stands for most of tb* oba«rv<m} ca8<is (bat not always^. 
On the other hand, the computational effort n^ eeded for 
evaluating the 1|*& increases from (3,4«5> to (3«4«aj. The 
upp«cr Oouvid (3«4,8^ is the best possible one, but it is also 
the most expensive. 
^••. given lower bound cm the cptiiRWR vslue of (3,4.1^ can 
be In^proved at lo%; cost through a sequence of the elementary 
op«r£tions# suggestfid for linear knapsack problems by Petersen 
(1974^. 
.^ uch a 3 tnear r^laxatton h«»lp* u? to apply & brarich-%od-
bounci scheme for finding an optimum solution with the Knowledge 
of ll^ht lower bounds for a powerful fathoming tests. 
mother recent work by nc Bride and Yormork (198C> 
specify <U9 implicit enueieration algorithm for a nonseparable 
quadratic toiuery pro'j[ra»'J«ir»g prcblese* It ie & nonlijr^ aar 
extension of the implicit Alliteration method described by 
Cicoffrion (1967J. 
»hile solving ncmlioear continuous prograenning pr^lani, 
the penalty functicm approach has successfully been used. 
Gradually this approach was also utilised in the solution of 
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nonlinear Integer prograRining prc^lema. ?he integer constri>ilnts 
ire first relaxed said then ev«ry noninteger solution of an 
integtsr variable is aasoci ted with a large panalty. Glsvold 
and r';©© tl97ii have considered the NLiMlP problem ; 
minimise Z « f<x/ 
subject to a. (xi £ -^ 1 • li 
X g £" 
X. i O and integer j » l,.,.#m («r <. n; 
rvcw we define the following transformed problem* \ 
t i n ) b. 
minltniae ft,(x> • f(x> + r,, r — • s,, T Aq> Cl-q^^ 
^ ' " '^ l-l a^(x> '^ j-l ^ J 
where q> • x. « C x. 3 # hj^  -^  1 • 
ihe constants rj^  # Sj^  and Ix^  are set a priori for 
each K. • Again* the term •qjd-qW is positive whenever 
q^ > ^  « i«e.« if (my integer variable assumes a nonintegral 
value* th€m ^ 4q4 (1 - q w i» a positive quantity. 
The transfojnrsed objective function fj-^2' 1* '"cw trdni-
(niaed for a se:juence of factors r. # s. and b. such that 
for s. —•>•» 
:nin f f^(x> J — • > roin » f(x> 1 
q^(l-qw ^ '^ for j • 1#,,,, m 
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fhe overall p@r£otmaae« of the method is mainly affected 
by the manner In which the numerical values to the p-».rameter8 
^k * ®k *^^ ^ ^'^ asslqpied. The problems v^^ J£.> are 
solved by using any nonlinear continuous prograimning algorltlrttR. 
i^ractically* the number of such problems solved (i.e. the value 
ot k^ is rather small. 
The above procedure has a drawback. Firstly* the genera-
tion of a feasible point may be difficult at times, 'econdly. 
due to the difficultie.':> in selecting search parameters* the 
required number of functicm evaluations may be unusually large. 
La&tly* the optimality is never guarantteed. 
Kacently KC aritie &nd Iformark (1980 > have developed 
penalties for the solution of an all integer (binary) alqorithBti 
for ,|uadratic progr«nwning problem. T h ^ have developed penalties 
for those variables fractional in the solution to some relaxatio9, 
as well as pennltie^; Cor those variables naturally integer in 
this solution. «»hen conputing the penalties for x, , both 
(up and dOMn> penalties* parametric prograrraning method* are 
applied. 
It has long oeen accepted that the branch «nd bound 
principle is an effective computational tool for solving mixed 
integer linear progranvning pr(^l«nis. In this section we 
investigate tht; computational feasibility of branch and bound 
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methods in 3olvln9 noolln«ttr mixcicS intttg^r progruntlng problems. 
<w, have discussed iii Chapter IX that a bjrwich and bound nr.^ thcd 
becomes sa efficiaot <S«vie« whw) the rules used for selecting 
the branching variablats wid branching node are carefully and 
properly Adopted. The branch aod bound strategy for Kli^ li- or 
t<Llk problems follows in the saoie lines a? that for 
I'he techniques discussed in the Section 2.2 can readily 
be axtendtiKl to the n«)linear problem excepting those properties 
based on linearity assumption. These typically include the use 
of penalties in estimating the bounds on the <^Jective value 
and the development of certein branching rules. 
Hence* the original htoid and Doig algorithm is not 
suitable* in general* to solve the nonlinear integer problem, 
primarily because the validity of the branching rules is ti.d 
with the assustpticnn of linearity. However* i)akin*s modifica-
titm of the Land*i>oig algoriUvn aakes the branching rule 
independent of the linearity condition, >»uppose '^i ** ^ i ^' 
the optiniufR value of x^ • which is noninteger* then for x. 
to assuHie an integer value at the optimimt it must satisfy 
either of the two conditions; x. > «ix^ > c-»jd n. 5 lx,J . 
ihis is free from linearity restriction. 
The major difliculty with the solution of a nonlinear 
probli&'n lies generally in finding a soluti<»i method that 
guaranttees the determination of the global optimum at each 
nooe. jror instance* if auch methods can find local optims only* 
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th«n th« branch imd oovnd principle becomes Inapplicable since 
the bounding rule cannot, be. satisCied, It is ^^ vi-lent that the 
said complication does not arise as a result of usin" branch-
and-bounc! principle. Rather# the t«chni |ues of nonlinear 
progratoRiing still have limited capabilities for solving the 
integer relaxed probleins. It has, however, been shown by 
Kunzi and wettli U963J, Agra .al and ^iwarup (1974>, Agrawal 
a974>, Barl and Arsh d (1979i etc. that good results are 
obtained witli ncsilinear algorithms if the constraints and 
objective function of the problero satisfy certain conditions 
of convexity and convavity so that a local optinxm becopMis the 
global cnc. In these situations, :L>aKin*6 method can be applied 
directly in the exact inanner prescribe! for the linear probleru 
Recently Gupta and Kavindran (1982^ have investigated 
the feasibility of applying the branch and botand approach to 
n<»alinear mixed integer progroRKning problems. It has been shown 
that branch <suad bouffid methods cat) b« implesiented as useful 
ccHnputational tools in solving such problems. .Among others, the 
ideas of pseudo-costs and estliisaticns ( fa.3.5; are invoked in 
selecting brwsching variables and branching nodes, fhrouqh the 
technique of analysis of variance, the nonRaliaed soltiti<m titre 
taken by the three rules for the branching variable seltction 
I.e. highest priority ( '^.3.3^, r(Ost fractional anJ by use of 
pseudo c«-st8 (A.3.21^7 they have shown th'it the option of 
selecting the integer variable with the inoat tractional value 
is the best, --imilar study reveals that ain<M»g node selection 
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strat«yies <f 4i.3,6> Ci«e, BUB, LlfO, use of estlinatlOfis 
(«,3«23>4# the criterion of selecting the most recently creatod 
danglinfj (LIFOi nod© is the worst. It may b® noteil that ccnsi-
derable effort is to be made in computing pseudo-'costs and 
estiniations at the beginning of the solution of the problem* 
and ttierefore, their full atrcrngth is, in general* not exploited 
in relatively lest coniplex problems. 
I)«c heuristics U « @ . brimching the node with mlniiKum 
Qi(K> of f ^ .3.4 and that due to K^txi of fa,3,7ji have also 
be«in developed to provide £a«t lower bmmds on the objective. 
However* the reaultB do not seem to indicate that they have 3ny 
significant conpat^ational advaditage. It should be noted that 
the various strategies are compared with res/ect to how soon 
the optimal £ioluti<M)S are reached and not how SOCMI the lower 
bounds are formed. The results were drastically different 
when the strategies were compared only for finding the lower 
bounds. It was found that the heturlstic concerning the search 
o£ n^^ighbourhood C ^ .(x> > was able to find boiuids on the 
average within 60^ of the time when compared to that of no 
heuristics, iieuristic correspos^ding to minimum d(k; was not 
ab ^ood* and it took alir.ost 90% of the average time of no 
heuristics, ihis indicates that these heuristics* particularly 
the st.cond c*i*-* have a computational advantage in finding lower 
bounds. The aoove discussion stands for a fnaxirriiatlcn probler. 
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CHAI^£R XV 
BINARY ItlT^£R PROGRAIWXMQ 
4,1 iM|Bo^^ycTioN: 
Consider the fol lowlnq prc^lcsn ; 
max 2ix,x* • Si5 •^  S^i * ^?*X^ ^ ^ • • • ^*-l»l^ 
wh«r« -- » ^^i*^M^l2 "*• ^ii - 5 • 5 integar «nd 
r^ 1 
and M, (mxn.>» A^(ifxn^>, c . t l xr i j^ , c^dxn^/* ^(mxl; and e • I 1 
»h«i n • w'# the problcan is a pure zero-one (binary > 
probl«im« that is all the variables x^ (J*l# ....nj^^ are bin-^ iry, 
4^therwise« wh«f) n . is a positive integer* one is dealing with 
a mixed zero-one (binaryi problem. 
Ihe concept of implicit enisneration is first defveloped 
for the pure problem of the above structure. This ia later 
generalised to include the nonlinear pure sand mixed problems, 
where some of the objective £unctlcm <md constraints are non-
linaar In structure. e shall restrict out attention to the 
linear problems In this chapter. However, in 13-^ , some 
light have b<;en thrown to particular forms of nonlinear srero-
one probltsms, ngain, special forma of linear zero-cm® programminrj 
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pr<^l«m8 are discussed in Chapter I• H«re« the Implicit 
enumeration methods for general forms of linear (pure mifi mixedi 
oinary inttiiger programning pr<d»leiRs are discussed in this chapter, 
Before* presenting the concept of implicit enumeration* 
the Importance of the zero<>one problezr is emi^isized by reminding 
that every general (integer^ problem can be converted to sn 
equivalent binary problem (Vide! )3.1>. 
tnu can suppose that the solution space o£ an integer 
program possesses a finite number of feasible points, A 
straightforward method for solving integer prcriblems is to 
exhaustively (or explicitly/ miumerate all such points and 
detecmine that point which maximises the (^jective functi^i. 
In fact* this method has a great disadvantage of 
enlarging the schwne of solution* which at time$^  becomes 
impraticable• For instance* if a certain binary problem has 
n number of binary variiri>les* one will have to enumerate at 
most ^ feasible points and then draw inference about the 
optimal solution. The ccmc<^ pt of implicit enumeraticn calls 
for the c(»i8iderati<»ni of a poztXaa, preferably small* of all 
possible solution points while automatically discarding the 
remaining cm«ia as nonpromising. One may take for ex«nple* the 
case of simplex algorithm for the solution of a continuotu LIPP, 
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where aoirte (a £inlt« numb«ri o£ th« extreme points of the convex 
feasible reglcM) are examined* and finally ccMiclualon Is dra%m 
about the optlRsum objective of all possible (Infinite nxanber of; 
points of the feasible region. This is an example of Implicit 
ununeratlon, lo be more specific* consider letenuining all the 
feasible solutions for the following inequality I 
*^1 " ^*2 " *3 i "* • ''^l * (C,l;, J •» 1, 2, 3. 
wimple inspection shows that in any feasible solution x^ 
fnust b«s) fixed at level one* This implies that any binary combi-
nation ix«» Xjt XjV having x^ • 0 cMinot yield a feasible 
solution• Thus tile four coinbinations each with x^ * 0 * i.e. 
(l«c«l>, U*vj,o>* (G«0,li and (u«0,Q> are automatically discar-
ied as nonproinising and are said to be implicitly enumerated. 
Mow* since x^ * 1 is a necessary requirem^it for 
feasibility* the inequality is over satlafied by -4! - (-5; • 3 
units. Ther, the Inequality reduces to 4X| - Xj ^ 3 * 
X. » i.*l>, J « 1, 3 and x^ « 1 , At this stage if Xj^  « 1 # 
the inequality reduces* to -Xj < - 1 • ^3 • ^^•*^*» wbich implies 
that X., » 1 is the only feasible solution and the other one 
l.v^ « x^ * •- ic infeasible. Otherwise* when x. » O * the 
inequality reduces to -x, < 3 . It implies that both the 
alternatives: for x^ i.e» x.. • C or 1 ar^ feasible solutions. 
iherofore* the only three feasible solutions (l*l*l>* <,'-*i,G; 
and U*l*li are to be enumerated an3 the rest of five solutions 
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are iSiacardei from th« enuaieraticm proc«89 and h«rnce @aid to 
bd Implicitly «niin«rat«d. 
The impact of implicit vnumcration is better undarstood 
by the grai^Ucal r«prea«itation given by Fig. 4,1« which corres-
ponds to the above numerical example* the first principle is 
that X-. should be fixed at level one. Thus all the branches 
^^anating £ro(& the branch x^ *• ^  (shown by discontinued lineJ 
are discarded or X2 • '-' is said to be fathomed. For x^ » 1 , 
the inequality shows that the next variable to be branched 
should be x^^ , which gives two br«)dh<HB i.e. x^ « 1 and 
X, «• 0 • Again* the brJBich correspcmding to x^ * 1 «ad x^ • 1 
aey give two branchea ix^  • 1 « x. » Oi out of «^ich <m\y 
X. •• 1 gives a feasible solution* where as the other one x^ •* 0 
is fathomed. Now the branch corresponding to x^ " 1 and x, <• C 
gives two branches ii.e.x. « 1 « x. «0>, both of these are to 
be enufTierated• :^»ince all 2 fx>ssible solutions have bewi consi-
dered the process wids. 
Two important criteria for the successfal application of 
implicit enumerati<»t can be formed frotn the doove discussion ; 
(1> It is necessary to form an enumeration sch^ Mr.e that ^lables 
the evaluation of all the soluticm points (implicitly or expli-
citly > in a nonredvundadnt fashion. 
(2^  H^ ufficittnt number of fathoming tests must be designed to 
exclude as many nmipromising solutions as possible. 
if^s^s^a^'-l 
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Th« first «uce<Ms£ul «K>rlc in th« area of implicit enume-
ration w«0 pr«s«ntAd by 3ala8 (196S^. Useful modifications in 
Balas' ia«as ware later made by Glover (196SJ# which lead to 
further imptov«b«mts by Geoffrion (1967, 69i and again Balas 
(1967> rnixmg others. 
In order to c(»)solidate the ideas of Bala£»* Clover and 
Geoffricm, the next section presents Glover's scheme and its 
modification by Oeoffrion. becticm 4,4 will then give the 
fathoming teats for Balae* c^ -l algorithm. 
AS the term itself suggests, 'implicit enumeration* does 
not mean the enumeration of all possible binary combinations. 
Rather, it initiates with one or more variola being fixed at a 
binary val\ui \0 or l^  and then gradually proceeds by augmentlno 
new variables at fixed values. In the course of each of these 
a^ K^ «Mitati<»ns, it becomes clear from the example of | 4.2 that 
many solution points can be removed from the explicit considera-
tion. This forms t^e basis of Glover's enumeration scheme. 
The following notations are introduced for the presentation 
ot the scheme, the notaticm l^^i is used to indicate that 
x. « 1 (x. « 0^, For example, the statemant x, «« I , ^^ " 
and X- » 1 can be presented in the form of a set as ^ 1 , 3 , 2! 
(i> i^ artial solution <t>I This is an ordered set, which fixes 
binary values to a subset t of set of Indices of all 
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po9«lt}Ie binary variabl«<s* In the «x«mpl@ in staction 4.2, 
I « f 2, I J l a a p a r t i a l so lu t ion in which s*^  • 1 and 
Xj . 1 . 
(ii> Coiitpfcitic»l of PI IMS gives a complete asslgnrpcnt to 
t i l the binary v a r i ^ l e s in th« sch^ne as i s rJ«termined 
by assignment in ^ togeth»>r with a binary speci f ica t ion 
to r each of th© var iab les Mhose indices^ are not present 
in V . 
i i i i > f ree var iab les (j^ >Z A va r i ab le which i s not asaigneil a 
binary value by the p a r t i a l solut ion l- i s free to assurme 
a valtie of zero or cme« 
Uv.i fathomed part ia l , solut ion J A p a r t i a l solut ion h i ? 5aia 
to be fathomed if a l l i t s canplr.tion3 cwa be cliacarded as 
nonpromlsin<3» In the ^Ke6npl«e of sectism 4,2 , P "^ ^ £ i 
x& 9 fathc»a<»<i p a r t i a l aolut ioa (see Fig« 4«1>, 
1-et the i n i t i a l p a r t i a l 3Jol\iti<:»i bo empty, i .e«* ^o * * * 
Thus the var iab les Xj^ , K^ and x^ are free* -i^ince x^ * ^ ^^' ^ 
prc3PQiaing »tep toward achieving f e a s i b i l i t y , th« forward Tove is 
executed t o t..rodUG« P, » f ^ I • How«ver the coef f ic ien t of x , 
i s lfcS6 than the r i g h t hand s ide element by 5 - 2 *• 3 only, 
f e a s i b i i i t y can be achieved by f ixing the values of the two 
var iab les x, and x^ a t aero level • Thu® the f orwar'l move 
produce:^ P^ » f 2, I , 3 J a«<3 i.^ in labeled as a feas ib le 
so lu t ion , iiecauae k i s a complete binary aasignment of a l l 
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thraa varial$i«s* it is automatically fathomed, f^cotdinn to 
Fig. «.l, the backward a»ov« prodvuees r^ •» ? a» i ' ® ) » which 
is obtained by tracing the branch x. • 0 upward and moving 
downward along the branch x, « 1 • The circle around S shows 
that 5- (in which x^ • 0^ has been fathowed. P^ is a coroplete 
assignment and hence is fathomed after enameratlon. The back-
ward move thus gives P^ • ! i#CX)i which further leads to 
i^e * f <^#v^ 1 i » which ia a complete asai^cment (which ia 
infeaaibiei* hence fathomed* Then ooe backward move thus gives 
Pg » ? ^ » \ | l ^ I which ia) alao a coroplete a^ aiaigiunent, hence 
fathorae-l ff-t^ sr «afium«a!rMtiou • Then coi^ ea P- « ^(l)l * which ia 
fathorood since Xg » i ie a neceattary co«<2itic»» i;or feasibility. 
Now ;slcca» «I2. th» e1«r«*!iit*t o£ fstltom^d P- tr& aricirclejS, tne 
enti¥eratl<:H3 is cc»fiplete. 
Glover's t!sch«»»i* »^«m thm partial aolutKms on the basis 
ot the JulPO tlast-in* Ulrat-outi rule ( } i.S.ftK This stsnnsfrop 
the way the partial soluti^is are generated. ?or example, in 
Fig, 4,1, when %•, 1« con%Id<&red for fathoiBing* the scheme 
implicitly atore» l^'^  for later exi»filnation. Alao when P^ is 
coneidered for fathoming, P- , F. , P. and Pg are stored for 
latter ivxploratlcm« At this point, the stored list Includes 
P^ , P^ , Pg , P^ and Pj • Although P^ is the last to be 
stored, according to the scheme, it is the first to be taken out 
of the list of possible fathorcing. 
Kow, it is shown that all 8 W i ) solutions of the «l>ove 
numerical example have been enumerated (implicitly or explicitly^ 
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According to £igtirtt 4,1« the C«thomed partial soluticms ar« 
*i * *'3 • **s ' *^6 ^*^ ^^7 • *^^ '*^ ®« ^^ *** n-varlabl« problem 
the nombar o£ completicms of ««) p-elcsmont partial solution is 
J^^P , the number of completions enumerated in the «d30ve example 
,3-3 ,3-3 ^3-3 .3-3 ^3-1 
Latter Tavm (1971i advocated that it is not essential to 
follow the Lire rule strictly by al««aya ccmplemmiting and encir-
cling the right most noaencircled element of the partial solution. 
To illustrate his idea« ccmsider the partial solution^ 
i' • ! 1 »Q)» 3 • 1 # 4 »(^l • l^t PI be the element of F that 
should be m)circled by the L2F0 rule. Hext* define (>* as the 
string o£ elements of P # inclusive of fi * that is not 
disturbed by an encircle<i element. For example* in the a^ dove F , 
p, • 4 and J ' " ? 3 ^ 5 , £ } . Tuan's idea means that any of 
the elements in f* may be complemented an^ encircled. This 
implic3 that the partial solutions g«nttrated from F may be 
one of the following : » I ,(5), 1 , % , 0 ) , • I ,Q\^ 1 , 
(n), Z I or ^ I # ( | ) , @ » ^ # 4 | # Tuan*s idea recognises that 
the order of the elements 3 # 6 and 4 ta unimport^it. The 
positions of the ^icircled eXenents stemming from the fathoming 
of previous partial solutions should never be disturbed. The 
specific selection of the element to be complemented leads to a 
different structure of the solution tree. Briefly* this is the 
main objective of not following hlVO rule because this flexibi-
lity could result in improved opportunities for fathoming. 
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In executing thee forward move is Glover *s scheme^ if 
every augmentsd variable is assigned the value one» then «n 
encirclt.d element will always coincide with am underlined 
element (zero-valued variable^. Hence* a fathomad partial 
solution la cormiamorated by the fact that its right most element 
is underlined with the result that it %fould be necessary to 
encircle any element* This point IB used in section 4«4. 
i^ xclusi<M) oJE as m&ny ncnnproinisiRg completicms »B possible 
is <iesign<Ki by the fathoming tests. These could be as simple 
as to allow the explicit enuneration of all S^ soluticms or 
better to «Kclude or enumerate implicitly the majority of 
solution points as nonpromising. 
Bala's fathoming test is defined on the problem : 
minimiKe z • f c. x. , c. > Q , JtN • 'l,,.,n| 
subject to T a^, X, 4- s. • b. , i£H •» ^ l«».»m} 
j€N J^ J ^ ^ 
X, - ( i ^ . l i , jet: 
»l t 0 » iB • , 
Any binary linear problem can be converted into the doove 
forR! by the observation that (ii a maximisation problem can be 
put to a minimisation foxtn by multiplying the Objective function 
by a negative sign* (iii any of the negative coefficients c^  in 
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the minimisation c^Jective fmiction can b« made positive by 
nubstituting x. « 1 - x. in the entire pn^lem* where 
X. " i^0li! and (iiii all the constraints can be put in the 
fortr. < . 
It is shown belOii« that the ssbowm form enhances the 
effectiveness ot the fathoming tests. The idea of Halat' 
algorithJXi is that as the enumeration progresses, the best 
feasible objective value (so far ctotalnedi is stored. Since* 
the enumeraticm terminates <xily after all 2^ possible soluticm 
points have been c»3nsidered# the last stored feasible solution 
(if any^ is the optimum. If none exists, the problem is infeasible, 
Let ir* be an initial partial solution and define z as 
th(^  current best value of the dbjective function associated with 
a tiiasible solutiim. Initially, if no initial i^rtial solution 
is available, takfe F «* * and fix z m oo , Thus, Z sets an 
u.per boimd on the optimum do J active vnlue* when the emiaeratlon 
is completed, the last value of I mi6 its corresponding sclu-
tXctfi gives the otpimum. If ;^. n ^ at the ^nd of the enumeration, 
the problem is said to be infeasible. 
A variable which is not assigned a value by the partial 
•solution should, for optimality, be at sero level, since the 
objective coefficients are nonnegative. To sum up, it is optimal 
to as^ uir.e that all the tree vsrii^los are zero unless the 
feasibility of the problem requires otherwise. Thus, if ¥ m § , 
then the corresponding values of the slack variables s. are 
( 10« ) 
given by «J • b^ ^ • i€M , If *f i ^ ^or all !£« , It 
implies that i^Q " * yields t))« optimum; that is, all the 
variables muAt be at sero Icfvel. 
At the r-th iteration, suppose *y is the curr«nt tartlal 
solution and let 
sf - b. - r a.^  , ie « , 
•' r 
I » T c 
J-3 
•J 
as the corresp<mdiiig values of the sleeks and the <^Jective 
function respectively. Let s^ < 0 for at least cme i€n , 
the objective of B«las' test is to eheek that either Hi f has 
no feasible completicm« or (iii evan though P may have a 
feasible completion, it cannot yield a value of Z that is 
si^erior to ^ « the cvurrent best objective solution. Clearly, 
in both cases P_ is fathomed and the backward move must be 
carried, to the ccmtrary* if the teat fails to fathom F , then 
one or more free variables are raised to level one as per the 
requireMMite of the forward move in search for a better feasible 
completion. Selection of these variables must be executed 
carefully in the sense -Uiat there mtist be evidence that if they 
are elevated to level one, possible improvemMats in both the 
optimality and the feasibility of the prdblem may result. 
The ideas, presented above, mre now presented below 
ffiathero«dtically. Sh& suffix r stands for the r-th iteration. 
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tK^ m f J e N - p^ l^^ . i - V- i such that sij < c | . 
Th« set A r«presonts those free variables, %«hlch when 
raised to level cme cannot possibly improve on the Infeasibility 
of the current solution, if Xj # j e^  A is raieod to level one, 
thib infeaaioility o£ the problem, as p<^ r the values of the slacks 
will worsen, this means that all x. , j^ A must be excluded 
afi Qonprctnising. 
TeetJif: Let A][, • M - P^ - A^ . If AJ. » f , this means that 
ncme of the free variables casi be elevated to level one, which 
Implies that P^ is fdthotned and the backtracking step is 
Justified, Otherwise, let 
Oy • M € A M E*^  + Cj > 2 } . 
rhe set B^ represents those free variables that* although 
may improve the infeeeibllity of the j^ roblem, is incapable of 
improving the value of the objective ftmction. thus %. , j e 3^ . • 
must be excluded a» ncmprontlainQr, 
i§3SJ[* ^ t '^r " ^r " ®r • ^* A J • * # backtrack. Otherwise 
detexrnine 
Q^ m f iC M »[ < C . T «XJ -^  «1 J • 
«ij^ ^  
If c_ ff # , th i s istpUes that by u t i l i s ing a l l x., je AJ , 
* J r 
< loe i 
adV4m^o9«ously« at le«dt <m«t in€«9sibl« slack wi l l contlntie to 
be ln£«4isible. I t thctn follows that F cannot have a fear^lble 
completl<»i (that i s* £ i s fathomea^ and the backtracking i s 
Jus t i f i ed . Otherwise* i f C * f * then P c>iinnot be fathomed 
and rest 4 should be applied to deterr»ine the varijiU»le to be 
augmented to JP in ths next forward imave. 
I t would be proper to remark here on the power of Te»t 3# 
<Jlover and ^ionts (196 Si noticed that th is t e s t can be p a s s ^ 
(that i s* c <« i i wimn i f a higher cost feasible solution may 
r e s u l t . Hence* their Juggeation airaed at the modificatic^n of 
the ab<>¥e t«»j:t. D~.j£ine 
If ^ w Ajf * then F should be fathcmea* since each variable 
X* * i € A*^  * when elevated to level c«te wi l l add to the c^jac-
t ive value by more tiism i t s p^mmisMion rat io for the violated 
constraint . 
iSti.*:!^' ''^ *^ * * varirfale xj * j € A^  * to be elevated to level 
one in P^ 9xseA\ that 
r 
Mhere 
*"i "" t l . ^ ' A ' *i i^ ' *i > * i j ' •'^'^r ' iC n 
with Mj «» oeapiricel ffleasure of the i n f e a s l b i l i t y in the 
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soXuticsi r t tault ing from t«Kiag x . » 1 • Zn caso o€ a t i e , j 
I s sftl«et«d so t h a t c^ » Kin f c . I • 
The r e s u l t of 4U9i>«HRtaticm i s IP^j • 1?« ^ ' j ) » which 
executes th« forward move* If M^ •• 0 # than ^r^r i s auto-
Oiatically f e a s i b i a , Becaaae tha previous t a s t s do not allow an 
i n f e r i o r faaaihle soluticm« tha curraot so lu t ion m\tst yield an 
ioiprovamant on Z • Thus z i s s a t equal t o t^ "^ cf , Now, 
s ince a l l c^ > C « i t i s evident t h« t no other completion of 
i I (%fhttre any x^ « J i IN - f , , i s s e t equal to one^ can 
r e s u l t in s b e t t e r value of z • Hence* P^ . , i s fathomed and 
tne fcACkkas^ may* la Juts^ifiad. Otherwise, i f M? < 0 , ^r¥l 
must be jittttiApced t o ^a abandCi«ied by repeat ing e l l the above t e s t s 
Glover*s enumeration scheme when su^lementedl by the above 
four t e s t s r e s u l t s in Bales! addi t ive a lgor i t l ^« l*he algorlth^i 
i s ba s i ca l ly adaitive« for i t requires «aily th« operat ions of 
addi t ion and si^batracticMi • 
Bislas* ait|oritl%i« as gi\fen abov«# scans the stored p a r t i a l 
solutiWRft by using ^slover'a IIPO r u l a , Prcfi>ably a more affect-
ive ^ppllcitt iva cdsites cut of Taan*s rule* discussed in 4 , 3 . 
^et vl. t a'i dafln«d in U^e saiii« section* be tha s e t of elements 
those ar& ell,;ibl«i fo£ <aNncicclinq» for example* if i^. * ^ 1 * 
a* 
( ^ , 3 , ^ , 4 I i s , a&andoned, the& t'^ » f 1 , 3 * "? , i 1 . 
Now in c^wrrylngt out the backward move* any of th* ^^liifaents 
j £ P^ can be compl^nented and enci rc led and then moved to the 
r i g h t raost elssnant of r to conrnaotorate fathoming, the c r i -
t e r i a t o r s e loc t in^ a spec i f i c element in P i s t o mentltin 
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conditions tho«« arc fairottr«bl« to produce feaslbl* completions 
quicHly. In Test 4« a varlabi* x. Is set equal to 1 if It 
results in the ''least ammmt of in£easlbllity** as Judgel by 
M^ . aare« we may adopt this concept so that jC i is comple-
m«;nted (i.e. Si&t equal to zero> iUfid encircled if the resulting 
partial 30luti<») produces the least amount of infeasibility. 
i'hus the select*^ el«0i<tf)t t must satisfy 
V. • max ? v^ I 
where 
"i • iL ^ < * nj ' ' • [^ «ij ^ ^ ' ^^K 
with V. the measure of infeasibility when x> is set back to 
xero level. Again* in case of a tie* t is selected such that 
c^ » max f Cj I • J is a suffix of a tie* 
Balas observed an interesting feature that the additive 
algorithm may be based on pseudodual simplex method, JMI per 
this mi thod the prdblem starts infeasible (P « #> but better 
than optimal i/^ « G * since all x^ • 0^. But the relatlcm-
shii between the additive algoritlvn and linear programming is 
stronger than observe<! by Balas. Suppose the above o»l prc^lem 
is ccmverted to a linear program by ehemging the restricticms 
X. » V0,li to o 4 X. * 1 V j€ f^  . 3L«t s, , IfeM be 
the i-th slack variable in LP, An investigation of the type of 
cai.putatlons in the additive algorithm reveals that the assign-
ment of binary values in the 0-1 problam (as p«r t and the 
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assumpticm that all fr«« variables are at zaro levels can exactly 
be achieved in the hP problem by letting s. , ItM , basie# with 
the variables x< nonbasic* J € M « either at lower botmd 
izeto/ or at upper bouund (coei • 
Consider the numerical eicacople o£ jf 2,3,4. .<je apply the 
binary transformation I3«d^ «l> as follOMi I 
X, • T d^ y^, , x^ » T 2^ y. 2 * 
^2 * ^03 • '*4 " ^04 
since* U. • u, • 2 , Uj • U^  • 1 
and ftj^ • c^ a i # ttj • a^ * 1 . 
l o reduce the problem after the above binary transforRta* 
tirai to the form of that of f4«5« we incorporate the following 
modifications I 
(i> multiply ->1 to the ^ j e c t i v e function in order to chanqe 
the problem frois roaxiaaisatiwi to ininiisication* 
Ui> substitute I - y^j • yj^  
1 - Y u - y^ 
I - yog - ya 
^ - y04 " ^6 
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where y^  • iO,l> V i e fl««««#6| in the ent ire problem in 
order lu> obtain the ddjeetive eoe£fiei«nits nonnegative. Now, 
the probl«ri takes the following form. 
Minimise 2 • Cy^  • Xiy^ •¥ iy^ • 8y^ • l ly^ • 7yg , 
subject to - 4y | - 4y^ - 6yj -I2y^ - lay^ - 2y^ ^ - 21 
.2y j - Ay^ • l y j - ^y^ . iy^ - 3y 
« -
* - 11 
y, » ( O, 1 >, j «1, , , , 6 , 
For convenience* we have removed the oonatant term *»4P* 
£rom the objective function '^ • Here we like to show that the 
c^jective function of the etoovm problem z^ ^ (say for the time, 
and the objective fii»ction of the original prdblem of f 2,3.4, 
i«e«« >^ 1 A t^tay> have the following relationship : 
-^2.3,4 - - ^ ^ '4.6 - *^ > • 
^2lsMss: 
hence A* catfinot be fathomed. Forward move 2 ii, « -26 # 
M^  • •24, M3 • -25, M^  » * i e , M5 • -17*, M^  « -27 . Thus 
J - 5 and Pj^  - f S J , This yields £^ • (-9, -8i^ and Z"^  « U . 
UiSIiii«>-i - Aj • # . Bj^  - f , AJ • 11,2,3,4.61 , 
o. «• f , ^j » ^ , A, cannot be abandoned. Forward move! 
Mj^  « -13, M^ • -9, jJij - -IC, M^ - -€•, M^ • -12# Thus 
k T — ^ ,2 ^ « r 5 , 4 1 with s* • (3, -er and z^ • 19, 
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lyns&ya&^i - A^  - * . B^  - # . A^  « n.2 ,3 ,61 , 
C • * , t>^  • • , AJ cannot be abandoned. Forward move! 
Mj - -4, M^ • -;i*# Mj • -5, Mg • -3 . Xhua Pj - * ^  , I , 2 i , 
with s^ • (7, -ai^ and 2^-31. 
Iffffftlgp^^ - A^ • # , Sg • « . A3 • fl, 3, 6| , 
^ 3 * * * ' 3 * * * ^J, cannot be abandoned. Forward move; 
Mj • u, **3 • "•!» **§ " 1*» l*^  * ?^ • ^  # 2 , «5j , because 
a* « (9,1>'^  ia fea&ibU, (2*«i 38 • ^ and P^ Is fathomed. 
IJ^ fi£fii9Q*i " BacKvard move: P ^ » f ' ^ , 1 , 2 , ? ? ) » 
Hotice that If tuaA*s idea is used than vre ctXk complement e^ y of 
the above £o«r suffixea, otherwise as par Glover*s LXPO rule 
yg should be complenteoted. Now let us use Tuan*8 idea and 
hence y. Is compl^asented. P^ • f ^  'CD' ^ • ^ ^ with 
.'j^  • 3u and s^  * {»%, "li , 
IHl#l4g^»l • A^ ^ • • , fl^ « # , A5 » f 1 , 3 J . 
C . « # , i)^*<^« a^^ d A^ cannot be abandoned. Forward nK>ve; 
Mj - -1, *43 - 0*, Pg • f 5 ,(4), 2 , ? , I J with 
s * U,<*ji*. uince 8, is feasible and z • 34 (< 38j « £ 
and so, V, is fathomed. 
V 5 
* — — ». — 
l|g£jjion^6 - Backward move; P ^ - * 5 , 2 , 6 , 3 } . 
• -12, v^ w -5, Vg « -3, V, • -3, since there is a tie. 
we compare |^eir costs and c^ > c^ , so y^ is cocnpletnented 
and F^  » f 5 , ( ^ , 7 ,Q\, 1 I , with s! » (1, -3;^ and Z^«27, 
itSI«$iSS-2 - ^ - * • a^ - # , 4 - f 1 I, e^ - f2j f^  # 
Hence A^ is abandoned and P^ is fathomed. Sacktracking is 
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9ugg«9te<i : »>Q - f ^ #(•)# ^ ' (D'CD^ 5^ " *^'^ ' "^^^ * "' " -^ ^ 
C Q « » f l , i i J | « f # ; hence f^ I s <aban3oned and Pg i s 
fathomed, idackward mov«: i^ ^ • » 1 • © • ( D ' © ' © * '*'***^  
^ • ( - 9 , -8>^ and ?^ • 11 . 
C g « f l « a ] 9 ' # ; 80 A^ i s abandcmed tfid Pg i s fathomed. 
Saaktrack : S'nf ' ( j ) ' ( 5 ) » ® » ( D ' ( I ) I ^'ith s^^*. ( - a i . - l i ; ^ 
and I •• O • 
C.^ . « f 1 , ^ ) f' 4> . therefore* Af^ i« abandoned «)d Pj^,,^  is 
t.thomed. ^Ince all the elements of F,^ are encircled, the 
enumt^ration Is complete and the optimal solution is glv«R by r^ , 
From the nature of ttie above fathoming tests« it is clear 
that the order in v^lch the variables and the ecmotrainta are 
arranged is import«tfit in iMih^cing the efficiency of the aloqrithrr*. 
#or exaff.ple# consider Baled* Test k. Because in coiriputer codes 
these variables are arras^ed from left to right, it is clear 
that the efficiency of the tests is improved iC these variables 
are arranged in ascending order of their objective coefficients 
(that is, in the above example y-, y,, y^, y., ye# y^^* ^ 
similar arrangetnent c«an also be made with resp«2;ct to the cons-
traints with regards to Tests 1 and 3, Usually, the constraints 
those are suspected to bv, moat binding are placed in the top rows 
c lis ) 
(th« «t>ov« numi&rlcal exaiepl« should hav« the second constrelivt 
In thc' first positiCMi.i. A multiple choice constraint of the 
type r x. » 1 ia a typical example of this, 
i ^ 
In the excluslcm tests of j 4,4# mark thet the constraints 
are exafrtin«a one at e tine. Glover (1965i ^served thet better 
information c«) be obtained regarding the feasibility and the 
optiiaality of the problem* in relation to the free variables, 
if the conetraints are combined into a single inequality* which 
is expected to furnish tighter bounds on the feasible solution 
space. The single inequality* referred to >3S the surrogate 
constraint* is formed as a nonnegative linear combination of the 
original e^istraints of the probleR). 
Civeo the 2«ro*^^e IHCOblest in ivatrtx fone as 
^ininixe f ex | Ax ^ b * x. •• (0*1; * j€ K } 
a surrogate constraint is defined as 
u ( A x - b > - T ^ O ... (4.«.1^ 
where u is a nc^negative weighting row vector* A vlue t| is 
selected which satisfies a most useful or a strcmgest s^ urrogate 
c<mstraint« it has been shown by Glover (1965) that u comprises 
the optimal values of the variables of the (sometimes slightly 
n>odifi*sd> dual linear proqraRi of the «^ »ove pr<^leRt. Both Glover 
(19Se> and 3alas (1967) take T » O ; Geoffrion (1969;* however* 
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defines i t as & - gg # wh«re a s t r i c t Ine'^uallty In (4,<,li 
i s allowed, 
Another usage of the surrogate eoniitralnts arise out of 
the £lxation ot a lov^er txnm'i <m the <:A>jectlv& function of a 
linear binary prc^lefn. v l^nce« stde>9titution of the surrogate 
constraint in place oi tr> nwrber of constraints of a binary 
proolectt cc^verts the original problem to a linear binary 
* knaps acH prc^Xcm*. 
a^o££rlon*s (1969^ definit ion of a strongest surrogates 
constraint i s given OelCHtf and i t it sho^m Uiat the weightint; 
vector jjL consists of the opti£Ral <3u«I vatrlables; of t'ne asso-
c ia te J linear program. 
O e f i n i t i ^ t i'he strongest surrogate constraint u ( ^ - b i -
( Z * 22 ^ < O i s said to be stronger iat P > than the 
surrogate constraint U'*(AX - b> - (z - cxi * 0 i f thfe 
minimikri of the l e f t hand aide of the f i r s t constraint i s qr^^t^r 
than the minimum of the l e f t hand side of the aecottd confetxaint* 
the minimm being taken over a l l sero-^te values of the free 
variables • 
The derivaticMn of a strongest surrogate constraint i s 
T 
nothing but the prai9l««ti of reaximiaing over e l ) u > O « the 
expressiem 
frdnimize u (Ax - bi - iZ - ex) ^ - - - - »a 
subject to X 
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For any 2 t 2 * 
a (AX • bi - tii - S2ji •» (UA + c>x - (ub • 2J # 
premiere U . 6 « a i i s equivalent t o 
- {^ * Zi + minimi«e <UA + s>x 
subjec t t o Ijc * g > . , , ( 4 ,6 ,3^ 
and 2 i S » 
where 1 represents a taiit matrix and • is a vector of ones. 
The dual of the problesR (^ .^ .di is giv«Hn by 
** ^ SJfe *• £* * maximiae j^  ( -e > .•./(4.6.4J 
subject to ^ I -I y ^ ^H^^S 
and y > 0 
aeplacing (4.6.2^ by (4«<!>.4/, we have the pr<:^ lere of 
finding the strangest surrogate constraint as 
maximize - (ub • zi - ye 
subject to u/X • ^I > - c 
and a i 2^# X i 2^» 
•.. (4.6,5> 
Wow, we multiply '-l * to the objective fimction and accordinqily 
w replace •maximisation* by IninimisatiCNR* in (4,6,5>, without any 
loss of generately and have 
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^ * minimi a« 2g{ * ;^ 8 
subject to jiA • 3fl > - c 
and 
^ •.. <4.P.«> 
u > c , X i 2 
The problem (4,6«6> is the dual to the associated linear 
program 
ininifQize ex 
subject to AX jw b 
H i t 
end X > 0 
where u and y are the correepcmding dual variables to the 
first ("oj ;j t^i and eeccxnd (x \ e> set of constraints 
respectively. Hence* it is proved that the optimal dual varia-
vector 
blea jj^  of the corresponding LP comprise the weighting/which 
gives a strcmgest surrogate constraint• 
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